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EDITORS’ NOTE

The narrative is based on a pamphlet, Portugal, published by Mise au Point in Paris in I975, and written by a Portuguese
worker (“Charles Reeve”) living in France (after desertion from the Portuguese anny) but able to retum to Portugal after 25 April
1974. This text was expanded by passages drawn from a book written by a collective including C. Reeve, Portugal, IMutrc Combat
(Spartacus: 5 rue Ste-Croix-de-la-Bretonnerie, Paris IV‘; 22 F) in 1975. This book is highly recommended to francophone readers wish-
ing for a deeper analysis and fuller account of the first year of post-fascist Portugal. Finally, the story was brought relatively up to date
by the incorporation of two articles by C. Reeve, “De l’lncertitude a la fin des illusions,” Spartacus 1 (Nov-Dec 1975) and “Aprés le
25 Novembre Portugais," Spartacus 2 (March-April 1976). The chronology up through 25 April 1975 is taken from the Portugal book;
it has been continued for the next year with the aid of newspapers, primarily Le Monde and the New York Times. The text on TAP
was published in French by Mise au Point and again in the Portugal book; it was enlarged with information supplied by C. Reeve.
Several people in Paris, Amsterdam. and Boston collaborated on t.he work of translation and editing.

We would like to recommend a new pamphlet by Charles Reeve, I. '[-Ixperience Portugaise, la conception putschiste de Ia
revolution sociale, available for 4.90 francs from Spartacus.
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From Liberation
To Law and Order

The powerful and many-sided movement which has
developed in Portugal is an important episode in the history of
modern socialism. lts significance extends beyond the
boundaries of Portugal itself. Now—when the struggle is at its
lowest ebb, and as workers battle each other against the
backdrop of a desperate economic situation -is perhaps a good
time to take a first accounting of the niovement’s successes
and failures. Rather than optimistic exaggerations which hide
mistakes and glorify the “revolutionary oasis,” what the
workers’ movement needs is a candid and critical account. The
text, notes and documents which follow do not answer all of
the questions that need answering, but are a first step towards
a more thorough analysis.

l. The End of a Regime
Towards the end of the 1960s, Portuguese fascism entered a

period of crisis. Unlike the fascism of Mussolini or Hitler,
which played a dynamic role in capitalist development,
Portuguese fascism was a static system. Born of a backward
capitalism in which industry was still embryonic, it rested on
an alliance between classes little inclined to invest in industrial
development: landed proprietors, commercial and financial
capitalists tied to colonial exploitation. Not only the s here of

Pproduction but all of social life was extremely bureaucratized.
In the ’60s paternalism, police control corruption l, , owproductivity—in a word, stagnation—were the outstanding
characteristics of Portuguese capitalism.

The postwar changes in colonial relations, industrial
development, the inertia of the agricultural sector, the
emigration of nearly one million workers, the need for markets
wider tlia th ' 'n ose provided by colonial monopoly-—these were
the signs which announced the foundering of a regime based
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on social immobility. Since the early '60s W°Yk°"~“' 5_""55l°s
had been frequent. The ruling class came t_o'ap[1rL‘¢1§\le the]
appeal of a “democratic” society with polllli-‘ill P'~"_“°5 ill“;
legal unions which could serve as safety valves for working F
discontent. The militarily uiiwiiiiiable war ‘in Alfll-4
undermined the regiine’s support among the middle C2155‘,
whose living standard, privileged by comparison Wllll lhal ‘l
the laborers,began to slip. _ _k I M

The soldiers, most of whom were draftees. W9"? 5'“ “"r‘l
tired; the last ten years of this futile war saw 150,000 drzlh
resisters and deserters for an army of 250.000 nieii].| pl)
I973-74. only 14,000 men showed up out ol 30,000 ca er]-D
For those who did not desert, patriotism and racism were Ibe
match for the rigors of war. Discipline could. notbem
maintained; people began to think that the issue wast} ulthin
someone or other but to make it back home. This crisis wi em
the army explains the rise of the Armed Forces Mvvelillin
(MFA). The career officers had a simple and °°"‘P° WE
motive for ending the war: that was the onl)’ W33’ to prese
the arm . ,

In oiiler to fill out an officer corps depleted W Ye“ ‘J2:
year of war, university educated draftees were allowed tq the
quickly in the ranks. This was a threat to the i>Q5l"°" ° had
professional soldiers, men of middle class oriB1"5_Y"h° The
found in the army an avenue of social niobility- fled
professionals reacted first of all in defense of their end-133“) 3
privileges. But the dynamic of this caste reaction led the
generalization of the mercenaries‘ movement to inclu B ‘eh
drafted officers, influenced in their mfllomy by me las
student movement which the ’60s had produced in P0f[l"§i')na]
everywhere else. Little by little, the young Pro es save
officers of the MFA came to understand that in order I0



their institution, they had to challenge the war, the colonial
policy, the regime itself, the political forces which supported
it: the fascist state apparatus as a whole. They declared that
“the Armed Forces are the instrument of the will of the nation
and are not at the service of some particular group” and that it
was necessary to re-establish a situation where “no barrier lay
between the Army and the People.” (MFA text, pre-April 25).

In time, the experiences of the officers and those of the
working class and peasant troops impelled them to take united
action against the regime. Economic and social deterioration
reinforced the effects of the war. Galloping inflation was the
aspect of the crisis which most deeply touched the lower
middle class from which most of the officers came; and while
labor struggles had been gathering forces since the start of
1974, for the first time in its history the regime appeared to be
decomposing, losing its entire social base. In the face of this,
the MFA assumed the defense of the bourgeois national
interest and the survival of the social order. As one of its
members said later, “We came to the conclusion that we had
the duty towards society of doing something or else the people
would do it in our place.” (Capt. Maria of the MFA,
interviewed by Fatos e Fotos, Lisbon, May 1974.)

Direct intervention by the armed forces, the coup d’état, is
a rupture in the normal functioning of political institutions.
The very institutions charged with maintaining respect for
legality, act outside the law. The coup d’état clears the boards
of the usual legislative, executive and judicial processes and
creates a new legality through illegal action. This type of
intervention is characteristic of backward societies where the
bourgeoisie is unable to fulfill the historic demands of
development. April 25 was not the first time that the Armed
Forces have intervened in the political life of Portugal. The
bourgeoisie has always been weak, incapable of imposing its
class interest through political means, fearful of the mass
activity necessary for the destruction of pre-capitalist forces.
Today, its weakness is evident in the existence of an enormous
mass of backward small businesses and in the catastrophic
state of agriculture. Portuguese industrial capitalism rests not
on agricultural reform and an adequate capitalization of
agriculture, but on commercial and financial capital tied to
colonial exploitation.

Several times in the history of Portugal, the army has
proven to be the only social force capable of acting to resolve
the problems of capitalist development. Unified and organized
by continuing colonial occupation, the army has a long
putschist tradition—the establishment of the republic in I910,
the founding of the national-Salazarist regime in 1926, now
the overthrow of the same on 25 April I974. ln each case, the
bourgeoisie did not dare to assume its class responsibilities and
left it to the Armed Forces, backed by popular support, to
deal with the social crisis.

Limited by its class vision, the MFA had not foreseen the
emergence of airy other social force in the process opened up
by the coup; the destruction of the old political system was to
be a struggle of “democrats” against “fascists.” But another
actor entered on the scene: the working class. Since the early
’60s a new generation of workers had arisen in the industrial
centers of Lisbon and Oporto. In the large industrial
concentrations (textiles, electronics, metallurgy), by contrast

with the mass of old businesses, the workers were
unintiinidated and unharnpered by paternalism. These young
workers—many of them in contact with the million emigrants
who passed along their experiences of class struggle in
developed Europe—showed a new combativeness. Set into
motion by the fall of the old regime, they were not long in
demonstrating their desire for a radical change in the
distribution of the social product.

2. The Workers’ Movement
For the workers, the defeat of fascism meant, first of all, an

end to repression, the possibility of meeting and talking freely.
As they came together, they found that they shared a desire to
change their lives. So the demands poured forth, the factories
shut down, people talked with each other, organized. They
demanded pay increases; the purging of spies, foremen,
personnel directors; job security; shorter hours. The center of
the movement was among the young workers and in the new
concentrations of workers where the heretofore clandestine
Cornmimist Party (PCP) had not sowed the seeds of
reforrnism.

The bourgeoisie panicked and granted a national minimum
wage. Less than demanded, it was still enough to check the
first wave of strikes. But another strike wave started around
July 1974 in more powerful sectors, among the great masses of
workers in the post office, the new factories (Mabor, Toyota,
CIM), the shipyards (Lisnave), public offices, TAP, the
newspapers.

The strikes were spontaneous. Workers’ committees were
elected to run them. Whereas the old trade unions were
without a mass base, the committees, carrying out tasks
decided upon by general assemblies of all the workers in the
enterprise, were a means of organizing the workplace as a
whole. Strike papers appeared everywhere. New forms of
direct action developed: expropriation and sale of goods
(Segantal, Ucal, Charminha) were sometimes coupled with
experiments with equal “wages” and job rotation; people were
chary of negotiations, and accompanied their delegations to
discussions with employers or the Ministry of Labor. The mass
demonstrations enforced a constant contact between the mass
of workers and their delegates.

Although in its first phase the workers’ movement spread
like wildfire, direct contacts among workers were practically
nonexistent (the attempt at contact made by the Timex
workers who demonstrated in the streets of the industrial zone
on the south bank of the Tagus was noteworthy). In the
textile industry, the syndical organizations, rather influenced
by young, politically educated workers, played this role of
liaison. But without a doubt the most irrrportant part in this
regard was played, in this first phase, by media workers.
Occupied radio stations were by and large ruri by young
journalists coming out of the extremely politicized student
environment. Most of the newspapers, where the resistance of
the old management led to strikes-the strike of the Lisbon
paper 0Seculo on l0 May, with which all the press workers
solidarized, was an important step in this direction-were in
the hands of councils of joumalists and printshop workers, and
they opened their columns to the strikers and to news of the
struggle. At Radio Renaissance, a station principally owned by



the Lisbon bishopric, the action of the workers went the
farthest—the strikers claiming that they had put the station
under “workers’ self-management." They broadcast live
programs from occupied factories, interviews with workers m
struggle, concrete infonnation on each strike and its demands.
In the television sector this tendency was quickly blocked by
the people of the CP, who controlled the news programs,
where indeed the first warnings against “adventurism” were
soon to be heard.

In their general assemblies the workers overcame union
divisions where they existed, and unitary rank-and-file
organizations began to appear under various names: workers’
commissions, strike committees, workers’ union commissions,
defense comrriittees, etc. The practices of these organizations
differed widely, depending on the degree of control exercised
by the workers. Where the CP and other traditional political
organimtions predominated, the Workers‘ Comrriissions were
self-appointed, passively accepted by the workers rather than
created by them. These Commissions consisted of militants
from groups that had gained the workers’ confidence, and they
exercised executive, deliberative and negotiatory functions in
the name of the total mass of workers. Such was the case in
most of the occupied pharmaceutical plants and, to a lesser
extent, in the old metal-working businesses (Magne, Sorefarne,
etc.) and in the great industrial complex of CUF-Barrciro,
where the CP is traditionally strong. In cases like these, the
new orgariimtional forms merely conceal an old trade union
content. Commissions of this type appeared in places where
the unions had never functioned, or had been tied to the old
regime.

In the factories where mass action was strong, the Workers‘
Commissions took a very different course. The most important
examples, in the first phase of the struggle, were Timex and
Messa, where the Commissions arose directly out of
rank-and-file action. At Timex, members of the Commission
were elected by each department and each work-group;where
men and women worked together, a worker of each sex was
elected. Here, mass participation in strike work and the
factory occupation, and the making of decisions by assemblies
in which all took part, heightened the struggle and developed
the workers consciousness. Contacts with the outside were
among the distinctive features of such strikes, which became
more numerous towards the end of May. The Timex worker-5
got in touch with their colleagues in another Timex factory in
Scotland, and also the Lip workers in France. At both Timex
and Messa the workers wrote and published strike newspapers,

The second wave of strikes met with fierce resistance from
the state, the capitalists, the political forces in power (the PCP
and the socialist SP and PDP), and the army. The end of rim
TAP stnke in September marked the triumph of violem
repression.
theM€3]I"l\l_Vll1l€,‘8 toughening of the strikes was accompanied by

. portrcrzation of a mmority of the workers. The worker-3
discovered that the “revolution” which had been made was
not for them. They encountered “workers' parties” with
anti-worker practices, and leamed the real role of the
democratic army. Commissions made contacts 3
ih l - - - ri“.mgfemse ves, demands became more political and more or-mcai
0 the “general interest" which the CP tried to impose as a

limit on struggle (e.g. at TAP). Forms of organization became
more radical: a mandated strike committee at TAP, street
demonstrations by the Lisnave workers, workers using
machines and material to publish their own newspapers. In
response to the repression at TAP, a group of especially
militant workers got together, later to become an
Inter-Enterprise Collective.

3. Rebirth of Repression
After the fall of the Caetano regime, the local

administrations and news media appeared to break down; for a
moment there was a power vacuum. The reformist forces, the
CP and SP, hastened to re-establish “law and order,” aided by
the army. The power that the masses had discovered in
themselves was “delegated” to “anti-fascist” professional
politicians. Bandits in the eyes of the old regime, they became
the new guarantors of order, the new sheriffs. They simply
moved into the old institutions-tlie army, the state apparatus,
the fascist-structured unions. Their general aim was to
re-integrate the strike movements, to direct the people’s
energies toward negotiable objectives like pay raises and legal
changes, which didn’t call the system into question.
Anti-fascist purges,* workers’ self-management, prison revolts,
local self-management in the villages-all of these had to be
forbidden; and the fear built up during fifty years of fascism
but dissipated during the mass movement had to be re-created.
It was time to be on the lookout for “provocateurs” and
“adventurists." “We can't go too far,” and “Watch out for
fascism” were the new slogans.

The state apparatus was started up again and repressive laws
were passed, like the strike law, which banned picket lines,
occupations, political strikes, etc. When the workers refused to
Submit, Open military repression was the oder of the day. In
this springtime of the “Flower Revolution” the
bourgeoisie—still in economic power—was with the CP and the
army. All of these pleasant people agreed that order must be
restored; people must work.

During the first strikes, when the workers still saw them 35
allies, the captains of the MFA went into the factories as
“mediators.” People were manipulated into voting 0"
confusingly worded questions; at CM Cacem, strikers 3831"“
layoffs were asked to vote on “Who wants, who doesn’t want
 
* This issue revealed the limits of “anti-fascism” in a mflsl
smking W3Y- The “Purging” (saneamento) of entel'P1'i5°5 was?
Principal goal of the strike wave which followed 25 APl'il- This
is understandable when we realize what the fascist regime
meant for the workers in terms of violent repression. But if the
f°T°°5 0f Political repression came under attack-thus 011
13 May the metalworkers’ union demanded the disarming °l
Y1" Police and of the riot cops (GNR)-it was even more the
administrative and supervisory cadre, personnel dircCt°1'5-
blame", and other little bosses and spies who were seen as_tl1°
°"°"lY- On this question, as on that of the rehiring °f fired
workers and workers’ control over layoffs, the bosses made
their first show of resistance. It is dangerous for them I0 51"‘
in on the terrain of the hierarchy and discipline necessary 1'07
the capitalist organization of labor. The identification Of ‘he
wle Of Personnel directors and foremen with fascist attitlldas
is likely to have unpleasant consequences, as this role W111 °f
course be no different under a democratic regime-



to work?” The captains tried to maneuver the Commissions
and militants into a position where they would be isolated
from the masses. In “revolutionary” Portugal, the army
became the new police force, firing on rebellious prisoners in
Lisbon in July 1974. The army also intervened in the postal
workers’ strike of that year, and two young draftees who
refused to follow orders were imprisoned. Discipline had to be
re-imposed withn the ranks of the army, for the soldiers were
mixing too freely with the crowds during street
demonstrations. As a member of the CP said to a reporter
from Expresso (22/6/74), “No country, even the most
democratic, permits open appeals to desertion and agitation
within its Armed Forces.”

The amiy was sent everywhere during the second strike
wave of 1974, to defend the bosses and their property (Jomal
do Comercio, Sogantal). TAP was “militarized" and 200
suspended workers fell under the jurisdiction of the military
courts. When 6,000 dockworkers at Lisbon marched to force
the purging of their personnel chief, they were met by
paratroopers—who, however, had to retire in the face of the
workers’ determination. (For their efforts, they were rewarded
with free beers by the CP.) A special repressive force was
organized, Copcon, made up of commandos from the
African campaigns, professional assassins. Copcon interrogated
working class leaders (TAP, Soares da Costa) and took photos
of demos from newspaper offices for identification purposes
(according to journalists from Cabca Alta). The paratroopers
made periodic patrols through the working class districts and
the slums of Lisbon. All of this to defend democracy!

Before April 25, the PCP militants were often at the head
of the struggles, provided they could be channeled into a
united front with the enlightened liberal bourgeoisie. After the
coup, the CP was part of the state apparatus, allied with the
captains, and its role was to keep the revolt within the “limits
of the possible.” lt began by warning the workers against
“provocateurs” and accused the most radical workers (such as
the striking fishery, bakery and Lisbon public transport
workers) of letting themselves be manipulated by the fascists.
Through the leadership of the unions which it controlled
(banks, office workers, railroad workers), the CP organized
street demonstrations against “striking for its own sake” (Jan.
I974). In the following month, its anti-worker action went to
its furthest extreme, during the postal workers’ strike. With
the outraged petty shopkeepers and the general public, the
Party organized demos against the strike at Viseu and Oporto;
strikers were accused of fascism and physically attacked. ln
the old CP fiefdoms, the Party pressed the workers to vote
motions against the strike and threatened to lay seige to the
occupied post offices.

The Party's image began to change, at least in the eyes of
the most radical workers. Rank-and-file militants tore up their
cards, while quite a few petty bourgeois joined the party of
order and “realism.” Among the older workers, in the older
sectors (small scale metallurgy, mining, agriculture), the CP
remained strong.

ln the second wave of strikes, it was the same story. During
the strike at the Jornal do Commercio, all other newspapers
were shut down in solidarity—except for 0 Seculo, controlled
by the CP, which was printed, but prevented from being

distributed by pickets from the printing trades. At TAP the
Party took a strong position against the strike and supported
military intervention, while its militants scabbed during the
work-to-rule which followed.

CP cadres were also in control of the Ministry of Labor,
where they incessantly tried to manipulate the workers’
delegations and separate them from their base, by proposing
that they modify their demands in the “national interest.”
Often, the workers delegated to negotiate with the bosses
found CP cadres at the negotiating table, “because they well
understood the workers’ problems.” ln other cases, these same
cadres came in the employer's car to ask pickets to free the
factory gates (Mabor), or became members of management
(the railroads) or heads of personnel (Lisbon public transport).

ln the universities, where battles raged between maoist and
Communist students, the CP controlled the administrations. ln
addition to O Seculo, Party joumalists controlled another mass
circulation paper, Diario dc Lisbon, as well as the radio and
TV stations. If they did not have economic power, as was won
in Chile through nationalizations, they at least had a strong
hand on the controls of the labor market (unions, Ministry of
labor) and on the organs of ideological domination
(universities, news media).

4. The Limits of Compromise
As 1974 drew to a close, the social and political situation

was still unstable. The economic crisis was intensifying, as was
the political conflict between forces tied to market capitalism
and those oriented towards state control of the economy. By
September, the economic crisis was already quite serious. The
small enterprises, important because of their numbers, were in
trouble, squeezed by rising wage costs. The corporatist
protection assured by the old regime was defaulting. no longer
permitting the unprofitability of this sector to be covered up.
Faced with persistent workers’ struggles, growing
radicalization in the new industrial concentrations, and the
ascendancy of state-capitalist forces (the CP) in the state
bureaucracy, big capital took a wait-and-see attitude. Their
attitude was reinforced by the disquietude of world capital
and the US.—themselves in difficulty—at the uncertainty of
the Portuguese situation.

The economic crisis, the pressure of the international
bourgeoisie, and harassment by labor struggles provoked
conflicts within the bourgeoisie over the question of
reorganizing the economy. The anti-fascist bloc fell apart, each
of the “democratic” factions putting forth its own program.
The CP appeared to be gaining more and more force. The
second provisional government was no more capable of
governing than the first, and could only serve as a political
battleground. The September 28 expulsion of Spinola and the
presidentialists was the first political upheaval of the new
regime. This event influenced the objectives and tactics of the
political groups, their relations with the MFA, and the aims
and internal organization of the MFA itself.

The Armed Forces Movement first defined its goal as
“giving Portuguese society a chance for democracy.” Misled, at
the start, by their belief in the existence of a “general
interest," the military men were bound to see eventually that
each political force had its own project, incompatible with the



others’, and that all of them-the CP in part.iculflI—W¢1'¢
incapable of controlling the working class, which had made a
violent and unexpected entrance on the scene. l The
bourgeoisie, after a short period of “euphoria of liberation,
was demanding concrete guarantees of the defense of pnvate
property, free enterprise, and the market. The Spinolist
faction advocated the return of the soldiers to the barracks
and the erection of a “liberal” democracy in which the CP
would play air insignificant part. But it was the “progressive”
tendencies of the MFA which won on September 28. The
MFA, which had seemed to be only a transitory force, now
became a permanent force, with its own political and
economic goals. The only power which had been capable of
destroying the old regime saw, after six months, that the
bourgeoisie was too weak to take on the task of economic
development required by both Portuguese and world
capitalism. “At first it was just a matter of drawing back the
fascist bolt. And we thought that the democratic forces would
have the capacity to develop the process. Today I consider
that an error.” (Commander Contreiras, interview in
Libération, 24 Febnrary 1975.) In power without being
prepared for it, the MFA was drawn step by step into the
leading role in Portuguese politics; but this required intemal
reorganization.

During this process of re-orientation, a compromise with
the Spinolist forces was set up; in exchange for the latter’s
support, the MFA guaranteed that military discipline would be
maintained. In any case, the MFA clearly could not take on its
new role unless it appeared as a coherent power unified by a
rigid‘ hierarchy and discipline. Thus the soldiers’ rank-and-file
assemblies were granted only a consultative function and had
no real power, and when the soldiers challenged these new
rules, they were immediately suppressed (see Chronology,
December 30, ’74.) With this transformation, the army could
play the historical role which falls on the military in every
underdeveloped country: to exercise political rule in order to
promote the accumulation of capital. The army created a mass
base and extensive support by means of “cultural
dynantization" campaigns, particularly in rural areas, and
moved to co-opt potential opposition with programs like the
“civic service” for students. To justify its new role, the MFA
developed an appropriate ideology. The middle class origin of
the military was evident in its “socializing,” anti-monopoly
doctrine.

The MFA’s economic project adhered to the state-capitalist
orientation established by the CP in the first phase. Now,
however, the MFA had the initiative and the parties could only
trail along, more or less docilely. The CP understood that the
MFA project was not the same as its own, especially in the
unportance given to private enterprise. Nonetheless, a prisoner
of its own strategy, the Party could only stick to the MFA.

On the other hand, the CP did all it could to reinforce its
mass base by fomiirrg or taking control of mass organizatioris.
While it controlled most of the union leaderships, it did not
have much succe in sinking roots in the modem industries, in
part because of its earlier policy of mollifying the industrial
bourgeoisie. Now, in a changed situation, the Party abandoned
its ariti-struggle policy; no longer did it preach, “Don't ask
what the companies can’t give.”

Aware of the irriportance of the agrarian question
(stagnation of agricultural production and need for land
refonn), the Party carried out a vast organizational campaign
in the countryside, creating unions of farm workers and
leagues of small proprietors. In the north, zone of small
properties, reactionary and priest-ridden, the Cormnunists had
little luck; these people, 85% of the rural population, later
emerged as the main base of anti-CP activity. South of the
Tagus, however, where latifundia were predominant, labor
organizations set up by the CP with the support of the MFA
fulfilled a real need for the wage-earning masses in their
struggle against the great landowners. Of course the CP and
MFA did their best to channel the agricultural workers’
stniggles towards the “right to work” and the creation of
co-operatives controlled by the unions or the state.

The bourgeoisie, represented mainly by the Socialist Party,
was alert to the danger of too much state economic
intervention. It came to see that the real threat lay not with
the CP but with the MFA, which had the power. To placate
the bourgeoisie, the MFA, in its Economic Plan of February
1975, came out in favor of free enterprise. The economic role
of the state grew with the program of nationalizations begun
on 13 November, but the main action was still through
manipulation of credit and aid to small businesses in trouble.
Despite the MFA’s cooperativeness, private capital was not
reassured; the CP continued to encourage the anti-monopoly
tendencies within the MFA, and the stagnation of capital
accumulation and inability of Portuguese capital to compete
on the world market favored further increases in state
intervention.

Economic crisis and social unrest threated the capitalists;
there were direct attacks on private property, such as the
building occupations, and leftist tendencies were appearing
among the workers. Certainly the great strike wave receded
after the TAP strike; a number of integrating factors—wflg¢
gains, Purges, ideological mobilization for the “defense Of OUT
Young democracy,” the sapping of workers’ rnilitancy bl’
unemployment and iriflation-bore witness to the ebbing Of
the class struggle. Yet working class agitation did not
disappear. Bankruptcies of small businesses and loss of work
for thousands of workers brought a new wave of struggles-
Altliougli these struggles were generally refomrist and
defensive, calling for the “right to work,” they sometimes
took radical forms. Occupation followed occupation, and
often the managers and owners were expelled. But the
frequent appeals to the state, the CP-backed demands for
nationalizations, went unanswered, for the state could n0!
afford to invest capital in production units of such small size
and low profitability. (One of the few enterprises nationaliled
under such conditions was a building company at Troia, 5°‘-'th
of Lisbon. Only after strong pressure from several thousand
workers was nationalization granted. The state's first decision
after it took over was to abolish the “thirteenth month” Of
PRY which the workers had won in a bitter sti'uBB1°-
Nationalization and “sacrifices” go together!)

The demand for the “right to work"-—that is, fortlne
maintenance of exploitation—ran up against capital’s inablllll’
to satisfy it. The workers were forced to look for more direct
forms of action to ensure their survival. In some cases. Strikes



against unemployment and lay-offs led to the forrriation of
worker-run production co-ops, or even to the maintenance of
production and “wildcat” sales, eventually with the support of
workers in other enterprises. These struggles which began in
1975 especially effected small businesses, and so provided the
sectors of the working class most susceptible to traditional
reforrnism and the ideology of the “general interest” with an
apprenticeship in collective action as the only weapon for the
defense of an already miserable standard of living. The
experiences of 1975 will make an eventual class-wide struggle
easier.

In addition, the vast strike movement which ended with the
TAP strike left its traces in an important part of the Lisbon
proletariat. Although many Workers’ Commissions became,
once the fight was over, more like old-style unions, in other
cases where labor agitation was more intense, the Commissions
gave birth to an Inter-Enterprise Committee, whose activity
was visible in a big demonstration in Lisbon on 7 November.
Directed by a secretariat elected by the Conuiiissions, the IEC
held open meetings at Lisbon. Accused by the orthodox
maoists (MRPP) of “revolutionary syndicalism,” denounced
by the Inter-Syndical as “reactionary,” the IEC grouped the
most radical worker militants, whose aim was to establish “real
class unions.” This was the most advanced organizational f01‘l‘l'l
of the workers’ struggle in Portugal (see the article from
Combate printed below).

The persistent social instability was due to two causes: the
continuing agitation, which it was difficult to channel through
the unions; and the world economic crisis, which made it
unlikely that Portuguese capital would get the aid it needed
for modemization. In the early months of 1975, social and
political disequilibrium threw into question the ability of
reformist parties to govem, and caused the restructuring and
retrenchment of the MFA.

The ar-rr-iy itself was still not of one mind. The Spinolist
putsch attempt on March ll showed that the issue posed on
28 September had not been settled. And it remained unsettled,
although the most reactionary section of the army was
expelled. The would-be putsch opened up a period of conflict
between social democrats, leftists, and the PCP within the
military government.

On 12 March, the MFA armoimced the institutionalizing of
its defacto control of the state with the formation of the
Council of the Revolution. Responsible to the General
Assembly of the MFA, and consulting with the civilian
politicians, the Council exercised broad powers. It forced the
parties to accept a platfor-in specifying continuing military
control of the state for years after the formation of the
Constituent Assembly in the April 25, 1975 elections.

The election results reinforced the Communists’ strategy of
complete identification with the MFA: the CP got only 12% of
the vote, with 37% going to the Socialists and 26% to the
centrist PPD. Alliance with the MFA was the only way to keep
a hold on the administrative bodies which their superior
organization had enabled them to grasp a year earlier; but it
also implied conflicts with their working-class base. The
Council of the Revolution pursued a line consistent with the
CP’s state capitalist orientation, nationalizing banks, public
service and infrastructural enterprises, and important

industries (though foreign-owned business was left untouched)
and pushing agrarian reform in the south. The class content of
the CP-MFA alliance and part of the reason for the CP’s poor
electoral performance were revealed by CP chief Alvaro
Cunhal in an interview at the end of May: “In a revolution
there is often a policy to defend which isn’t always the most
popular. To support demands for wages insupportable for our
economy, to demand a thirty-five hour work-week, such things
can help win votes but, given the state of our economy, are
pure demagoguery, which can lead to our downfall.”
(Le Monde, 29 May 1975.)

The weakness of the state in the face of iriter-party
struggles and a still strong rank-and-file movement made any
policy impossible to carry out; the economic collapse
continued. The extent of nationalization was necessarily
limited, not only because of the intemal balance of forces, but
also because the Soviet Union made it clear that it would not
support any attempt to establish a state capitalist system
within private capital's sphere of interest. The Russians
contributed no economic aid at this crucial time, and indeed
took advantage of Communist control of the Trade Ministry to
negotiate contracts delivering Portuguese products at prices
below world market levels! At the same time, as President
Costa Comes pointed out in an interview (Le Mamie,
27-8 July 1975), Portugal’s position with respect to the West,
especially Europe, is “extremely vulnerable”; foreign trade is
80% dependent on the West, while three million Portuguese
live and work in other countries.

Thus the period of the CP’s greatest strengtli—that of the
Goncalves goverriment—was only a prelude to its fall from
power. Having staked all on the MFA and on the state
capitalist line, the Party was caught between workers’
resistance to being squeezed for the “national interest,”
peasant opposition to land nationalization, and the necessity
for cooperation with Westem capital. Anti-CP reactions
surfaced among the military bureaucracy, and the Party faced
mass popular anti-communism in the rural regions; there were
attacks on its party seats and militants north of the Tagus, in
Madeira, and in the Azores. This wave of violence, while
certainly utilized by the social-democrats, the right, and the
Church, was no less the result of the degradation of living
conditions, for which the people of these regions blamed those
whom they saw as the new state power: the Communists.
Disenchantment with the CP was also evident in the cities,
where membership was falling and political forces to the left
of the Party were gaining the allegiance of the most radical
workers (e.g. Lisnave).

S. A Time of Uncertainty
Throughout the surrrrner of I975, “social agitation”

continued to be a matter of concem for the govemment and
its supporters. At a meeting of the Council of the Revolution
on May 7, Commander Costa Martins, Minister of Labor,
opined that the revival of strike activity was due “to a certain
political agitation” as well as “to certain political currents
which tend to substitute themselves for the unions or to
short-circuit them." And indeed, in the north, where the strike
movement was strongest, many union locals came out in
opposition to the PCP-controlled Inter-Syndical. The Party



issued a communique claiming that, “the recent deterioration
of the social situation is visibly tied to an intense activity of
the reaction and other forces [i.e. the leftist groups] seeking
to paralyze the revolutionary process. . . . A strike wave can
only further aggravate the economic and financial situation, at
a time when the reaction is interested in exactly such an
aggravation.” (Le Monde, 10 May.)

While the govemment exhorted the workers to “win the
battle of production” and to forego “unreasonable” wage
demands, Lisbon telephone workers struck for better pay at
the end of June and won after 17 days. Commuters refused to
pay increased fares on the suburban railway lines which carried
them from their homes to their jobs. When Radio Renaissance,
property of the Church, was seized by leftist workers, military
security forces sent to clear the station fratemized with the
occupiers instead. Left groups, such as the MRPP, UDP, and
PRP-BR sparked agitation within the armed forces and among
militant workers.

A shift of the balance of forces within the MFA was
evidenced at the end of July by a struggle for control of a
Commando unit stationed near Lisbon. The pro-CP elements
were defeated by forces loyal to General Otelo de Carvalho,
head of Copcon. The pro-CP faction now came under fire from
“right” and “left” at once. The Socialist Party and the Popular
Democrats left the government in July to go into an open
alliance with the Church against the CP. In August the “Nine,”
a group of officers headed by Melo Antunes, produced a
document attacking Goncalves. In response Copcon published
a statement of its own, criticizing the Party and putting
forward an image of socialism ruled by workers’
councils . . . sometime far in the future. O-Iere we can see the
influence of the PRP, which had recently created, without any
real basis, the “Revolutionary Councils of Workers, Soldiers,
and Sailors.”) In fact, only the social democrats were a
practical alternative to the CP. For this reason Carvalho was
careful not to commit himself to any line; resting on the leftist
air of his associates in Copcon, he veered from side to side
trying to keep afloat.

Meanwhile, in the north CP headquarters were being bumed
day after day, and the Party was practically forced
underground, despite its appeals to “democratic rights” and to
the armed forces, which refused to offer protection and
sometimes joined in the attacks. (Another sign of the shift
within the MFA.) In the Azores, where the traditional right
and the landed bourgeoisie was still in control, the officers
themselves forced the CP militants to leave for the continent.
The “People-MFA Alliance” was beginning to cost the Party!

The CP changed its tactics, abandoned its anti-leftisin. On
16 August it contacted the PRP-BR “to discuss the political
situation.” The CP’s loss of ground among the workers was
confirmed on the 19th, when the Inter-Syndical called a
national strike to “protest against fascist violence and to call
for a democratic and revolutionary authority.” It was a joke;
denounced by the left and the most radical Commissions, the
strike was not widely observed. Meanwhile, as it had already
done atOporto,the CP asked its militants at Lisbon to join a
demonstration of support for the Copcon document on the
20th. This document became the basis for a front between the
CP and the leftist groups. Only the maoist UDP declined to

join. As the newspaper Republica stated, this text expressed
“unequivocal support to the revolutionary wing of the
MFA . . . denouncing as false altematives ‘the Nine’ and
Goncalves” (i.e. the CP)! Tensions ran high in the army. The
Nine rejected any assimilation between the armed forces, the
MFA, and the CP. They had the support of the military
regions of the center, south, and north. Each side began to
count its guns.

The balance of power between military forces replaced the
beautiful dreams of social revolution. On the 25th, for the first
time since March 1975, troops were sent against another
military sector: the 5th Division, suspended and then occupied
by Commando troops. Lacking confidence in the soldiers from
the Lisbon area, the government used a regiment just
disembarked from Angola. The 5th Division had played an
important part in the plans of the “progressive sector” of the
MFA. In the hands of officers close to the CP, it controlled
news and propaganda within the army as well as official news
releases to the mass media. It was also responsible for the
patemalistic campaigns of “cultural dynamization” and carried
out the education of MFA cadres of officers, sergeants and
soldiers. Near the end, the 5th was also flirting with the leftists
and in August had opened an information center in Lisbon for
visiting leftists, a sort of MFA Tourist Office, where one could
hear leftwing officers tell tales of the class struggle in Portugal.
lt was also at the initiative of the officers of the suspended 5th
that, on the 26th, the FUR—Revolutionary United Front,
grouping the CP, its collapsing brother-party, the MDP, and
the non-maoist left parties—was set up.

Demobilization and frustration overcame more and more
workers. Tired of the CP-SP machinations, they now
discovered similar intiiques between the CP and the extreme
left. The absence of workplace struggles, increasing
unemployment, and inflation provoked a growing passivity;
the gap between the Commissions and the workers widened.
The leftist groups and the CP set out to capture these
organizations, many of which lost all representative character
and power. Numerous militants were recruited by lefli$l
groups, especially the maoist MRPP and UDP, which thereby
gained a real presence in the workplaces—a factor which
became important later, given their attitude towards the new
balance of political forces. The maoists remained outside the
United Front; prisoners of their anti-revisionist or anti-social
fascist theses, they refused any alliance with the CP. (Later the
MRPP would ally with the Socialists.) While the UDP, Wlllch
had supported the Copcon document against the CP and the
Nine was isolated once the CP “adopted” this very document,
l-he MRPP, which from the first saw it as a fascist maneuver,
5l1PPorted in deed if not in word the Nine, where the)’
discemed "patriotic and democratic officers” ready to Serve
the P311)’ and the People. . . . So many tactical subtleties could
only derail the most dedicated workers.

The month of September marked the end of CP P°“'°’
Within the armed forces. The inability of the Party to handle
the social crisis demonstrated the futility of applying a state
°3Pitalist model. The crisis was worsening: agrarian reform W35
lneffeallal, the nationalizations were not proceeding
sm°°lhlY, find there was a yearly inflation rate of 13%=
unemployment of 10%, and a 24% drop in GNP. It is in light



of these facts that we can understand what was about to
happen in the factories, in the fields, and in the army. Day by
day, one could feel the instability resolving itself into a new
political line within the ruling military. How ridiculous were
the predictions that the MFA would become a “liberation
movement”! Suddenly the groups to the left of the CP would
find themselves without a political perspective, trapped in a
defensive posture, as a result of having believed, and taught
others to believe, in the MFA.

For the MFA, the problem was to ensure that the CP’s
defeat would not put a stop to their own progress. To save
their skins and their stripes, they had to set a new course,
rationalized by a new ideology. The crisis of the MFA went on
at two levels: restructuring at the top and a growing agitation
among the troops in the cities. On September 1st, soldiers
refused to embark for Angola, where the war was still going
on. It was essential to re-establish discipline. On the 3rd and
4th, Assemblies of Delegates from the Army, Air Force, and
Navy decided to kick out Goncalves and restructure the
Council to give more weight to the land forces. This meant a
strengthening of the “moderates” grouped around the Nine.
The commander of the Central military region brought his
own troops to guard the site of the Assembly. Large-scale
maneuvers were beginning.

In response to the takeover of the military, the FUR
organized the SUV (Soldiers United Will Win), a last attempt
to prevent the normalization of the barracks. Proposing the
creation of clandestine soldiers’ groups united with the
Workers’ Commissions, the SUV practiced a defensive strategy
and recognized, for the first time, that there was no longer
anything to be expected from the MFA and that it was
essential to organize the soldiers on a rank-and-file basis. lt was
a little too late. On the 10th the SUV called a first
demonstration at Oporto,and another at Lisbon on the 22nd.
The military bureaucracy reacted sharply: soldiers were
imprisoned in the north and at Lisbon following a distribution
of leaflets. In Lisbon, the soldiers were freed after a counter
demonstration. The SUV may have hampered normalization
slightly, but could not stop it. On the 12th, the commander of
the northem region, considered a progressive, was replaced; a
new repression unit was created to replace Copcon; regiments
of uncertain loyalties were disbanded; “progressive” officers
were isolated and discharged. Of some interest was the dive
underground taken by a Copcon officer connected with the
PRP on the 22nd, after having “shunted oft” some hundreds
of guns in order to “arm the people” (i.e. his own
organization).

The reimposition of order was difficult, especially around
Lisbon, but the initiative had indubitably passed to the other
camp. To the protests of the SUV the MFA opposed its
determination, maneuvering the units faithful to it, the units
of the interior regions, specialists in war and massacre.

In the begimiing, the Neighborhood Commissions mobilized
large masses of people, especially in the poor neighborhoods.
But little by little they turned into bureaucracies, with
leaderships dedicated to party-defmed goals, if not personal
ones. On 4September the inhabitants of S.Joao de Brito
(Lisbon) met in a general assembly and deposed the
Neighborhood Commission, accused of occupying buildings
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for its own members. On the same day, in a Lisbon suburb
with more than 15,000 inhabitants, the Neighborhood
Conunission met and decried the lack of mobilization: “The
Workers’ Commissions can function only in close relation with
the population. This is not the case with us. If we had to
mobilize people against some action of the
counter-revolutionary forces, our Commission would have had
a hard time to do it. People must participate in the solution of
their own problems and in the defense of the Revolution.
Meanwhile our Commission consists of ten to fifteen people
working in a disorganized way.” To a great extent this
passivity of the workers can be explained by the persistence of
the bourgeois ideology of property rights; people refused to
take “what doesn’t belong to them.” Thus the Neighborhood
Commissions kept their activities within narrow legalistic
bounds (cleaning-up, sewage systems, day-care, sports, etc.)
and worked closely with the authorities.

With the increase of unemployment, divisions among the
workers were aggravated, and opposition to squatting grew.
On the l2tlr, violent fights broke out between construction
workers and the inhabitants of a Lisbon slum who had
occupied an empty building. The slum inhabitants,
manipulated by their Neighborhood Conunission, found
themselves facing workers pushed by the fear of
unemployment into defending the interests of their boss. This
was the first time that such a thing lrad happened since
April 25. In any case, respect for private property is one of the
elements of bourgeois thought most deeply implanted in the
minds of the Portuguese working class. (The film Viva Portugal
contains an interesting sequence showing people's opposition
to the expropriation of a rich villa for a day-care center.)

For the ex-colonists returning from Angola the problem
was different. Privileged as colonists, they would not easily
accept poverty on their retum. For them it was not a matter
of taking what didn’t belong to them but of getting back what
they thought was theirs by right. Ex-colonists occupied a
housing development intended for slum-dwellers on
September 5, and the inhabitants were too demoralized to
stop them.

Within the Workers’ Commissions and unions, the month of
September saw, on the one hand, a decline of CP influence in
favor of the maoists and the Socialist Party, and, on the other
hand an increasing bureaucratization. By October one could
say that each political group had its own Commissions, and
that each union was the property of the group that had won
over its leadership. The fractional struggles promoted
demobilization and distancing of the workers. In September,
several middle-income CP unions—office workers, bank
employees, joumalists, corrirnercial employees—fell into the
hands of an alliance of maoists and social democrats. This
alliance was a novel development, and posed a difficult
challenge to the traditional strategies of the Communist Party.

Physical clashes between workers became daily occurences.
Where the CP could manipulate the assemblies, there were
purges of the left. Early in the month, Eduardo Jorge, a leftist
union delegate from a Lisbon transport company, was fired;
given the passivity of the workers, only recourse to the
military authorities forced his rehiring. In some northern
factories near 0porto(Moloflex, M.Goncalves) the workers



mobilized to demand the reinstatement of their former bosses,
who were in prison charged with collaboration with the fascist
regime. At the Facar plant, demonstrators attacked the Union
Commission, which followed the CP line, and ended up
organizing a welcome-back banquet for the once-expelled
boss! These events show all " too clearly the limits of
“self-management" experiments. Isolated, without credits,
unable to survive materially, the workers could even say, “at
least when there were bosses there was work.”

ln the agricultural south (the Alenteso), where land
occupations had taken place, fatigue and divisiveness among
the workers began to appear. Already on the 10th, landholders
could demonstrate openly at Evora, going "so far as to attack
the agricultural workers’ unions. On the 14th, workers on an
occupied property (Cujancas) tried to sell livestock at a
market/fair, and were beaten up by a mob of merchants, other
farm workers, and the bulk of the populace. The situation of
the occupied farms was desperate. During the first months,
when there was still money in the state treasury, the workers
received their wages. Since July 1975, there were no more
wages or agricultural credits. The co-ops survived on a
miserable level, and in many cases the workers were obliged to
sell their livestock in order to pay themselves. Furthermore,
the manipulations of the pro-CP unions increased the hostility
of the surrounding population towards the squatters, who
were left isolated and vulnerable to attack.

6. From “Liberation” to “Law and Order”
When prime minister Azevedo appeared on TV to announce

the Sixth Government’s program, it could be summed up in
three phrases: restoration of order and discipline; respect for
the state and private property; the need for hard work. The
country was in chaos. Inflation and unemployment increased
daily. and the newspapers amiounced that illegal immigrants
were in danger of repatriation across the French frontier.
Lisbon became a center of illegal drug and arms traffic; bank
robberies occurred daily; the police made themselves scarce;
the petty bourgeoisie was frightened out of its wits. The
Angolan colonists were already a hundred thousand strong (by
I976 they would be nearly a million) and no jobs for any of
them. Interviewed by the papers, they didn’t hesitate to say
things like, “We get work, or we’ll use machine guns." In such
conditions, the social-democratic altemative—by which we
mean not parliamentarism but capitulation to the national and
international bourgeoisie—merited a new look. The Socialist
Party presented its conditions to the Sixth Government:
reassertion of control over the news media and local
administration, reinforcement of military order and discipline,
retum of the police to action, disarming of the popular militias
created by Copcon and the leftists.

The extreme left was powerless to stop this turn to the right.
Demonstration after demonstration, meeting after meeting,
saw fewer people mobilized. Defensive slogans came to
predominate: “We will not retreat," “We must organize to
defned ourselves,” etc. The Workers’ and Neighborhood
Commissions and the SUV were reduced to minorities of
militants connected by bureaucratic links, increasingly
separated from the masses of workers and soldiers.

Clandestine in the north, losing influence among the masses

in the factories, the PCP was extremely enfeebled. [ate in
August, the Party had begun to change course and move into
the Commissions in the factories and neighborhoods, and by
winter they had succeeded in taking over almost all of these
organizations, which were already separated from the working
masses. The SUV also came under CP control. The
Communists participated in mass demonstrations called by the
leftists against the govemment. But they remained between
two stools, as they continued to be part of that govemment.

The divided loyalty of the CP was illustrated by the
November strike of Lisbon building workers. On strike since
the 10th for a new contract with higher wages, 50,000 workers
marched through Lisbon on the 12th in response to a call from
their pro-CP union. They ended up completely surrounding,
and blocking all exits from the Sao-Bento palace in which the
Constituent Assembly was sitting, together with Prime
Minister Azevedo, who was negotiating with union
representatives. At I0 p.m. Azevedo announced the immanent
signing of the contract, to go into effect on the 27th. The
provisions included assignment of control over hiring and
firing to the unions. Despite the union leaders’ declaration of
“a victory for the workers," the latter refused to accept an
unsigned contract, and kept the politicians and military men
imprisoned in their palace until the contract was signed the
next day. The CP’s lack of support for a conflict which had
gotten out of hand was visible in the failure of the
Party-controlled news media to publicize the affair.

Despite a few shows of strength such as the construction
workers’ victory and an earlier victory of the metal trades, the
key conflict was the one taking place within the military. Here
as in the factories, the initial successes—notably the victory of
the munitions artillery regiment in Oporto in mid-October-
finally ended in total defeat. With the dismissal
of Carvalho from the command of the Lisbon military region,
a period of crisis was opened up, in which talk of civil war
became common. .

That the brief struggle marking the end of this phase of the
“revolution” was the work of the parachutists of the Tanc0S
base was symptomatic of this period. Having supported the
ll March Spinolist putsch, and being responsible for the
dynamiting of Radio Renaissance on 7 November, two weeks
11"" the)’ mutinied, kicked out their officers, and put the base
"M" “5°"'"""\3E¢ment." This rebellion was the germ of theso-called coup attempted on 25 November, as the issue
Widened to include the defense of Carvalho’s control of thfi
Lisbon military region, and the power of the “progressives”
within the amed forces. The paratroopers were encouraged bl’
the PCP and the leftist groups; the government havinfl
aPP"¢"uY Bflne into a state of catatonia, it seemed a B°°d
time to press the cause of the “left.”

wf°"8- l" fa“, the “moderates” were prepared. Relying 0"
the “ghtwillg Commandos of Amadora and two companies of
PT°f¢8$i0na1 rebel-hunters trained in Angola, they moved t0
reassert control over the rebellious bases, which in the cruntih
reuived "0 $"PP0rt from other “red” units. The Commllflisl-5,understanding the situation, launched appeals for -calm and
reason through the lnter-Syndical, calling for a “political 8-lid
"°B°\1fltcd" solution. Public response was almost nil. Th‘
Outcome was a total victory for the “moderates” 85 news



media were shut down, “progressive” officers were arrested
and their units (including Copcon) were dissolved. Three days
later, military headquarters decreed the suspension of all wage
increases until the end of 1975 (this was later extended into
1976).

Many workers in Lisbon’s industrial suburbs were
undeniably concemed about the outcome of the 25 November
rebellion. Although most of them ultimately accepted the
leftisti parties’ notion that the confrontation with capitalism
would be decided by an inter-military conflict, they remained
sceptical and were determined to play a role ir| the
proceedings. Most likely, participation by armed workers in
the confrontation would have radically changed the course of
events. The “progressive” officers saw this clearly, and refused
to distribute weapons to the workers, who might have
eventually tumed their guns against them as well.

Many workers refrained from taking sides: some, a very
few, because they knew that any action they might take would
only aid one faction or another of the ruling class; others, the
majority, from lack of interest. Still others, including some
important Workers’ Commissions, followed the slogans of
groups like the MRPP, form whom the putsch was “the full
responsibility of the P‘C’P . . . the so-called communist
Party.” (0 Tempo e 0 Modo, no. I14.)

Although the success of the MFA’s left wing would not
have brought about the salvation of the working class, its
defeat opened the way for thoroughgoing repression. Within a
few months, the objective of. "normalization" was made clear:
it was directed as much against the working class as against
rebellious soldiers. As the newspaper Combate put it in a
26 December editorial, “Now the government is making
searches in the headquarters of a few parties, but most of
those arrested are working class militants. Some of these
arrested workers may have been party members or
fellow—travelers, but they developed their efforts and were
arrested as militants in the working class movement. The
parties themselves clearly stress the difference when they
maintain, with regard to the jailing of working class militants,
a passive and discreet attitude which they would never had
held had they been members of their bureaucratic apparatus."

In the countryside, “nonnalization” followed two paths.
On one hand, the more radical agricultural co-ops were
brought back into line, by force if necessary; on the other
hand, state control over the mass of workers occupying
land holdings was strengthened. The military intervened
directly, with weapons searches and major troop maneuvers. In
several co-ops where militants of non-authoritarian groups like
LUAR were influential (Torrebela, Aveiras de Cima, Albernea)
arrests were made by the dozen. Denunciations and divisions
among the workers (“they’re nothing but outlaws and
counter-revolutionaries") were common, and the military took
full advantage; people became increasingly isolated and fearful.
“Irregular cases," as they were called by the Secretary for
Agrarian Reform, a member of the CP,’ had to be brought to
a halt, putting a stopper on organiutional forms which sought
greater independence from the Trade Union, where living and
working conditions were more egalitarian, and where the goal
 
‘ A. Bica, interview in Oloumal, I2 December I974.

was not merely “a guaranteed wage” but “another kind of
life.” Throughout the occupied landholdings in Alentejo,
state control was strengthened in order to raise production. As
this same Secretary put it, the recent allocation of funds to
cover wages—non-payment had been causing problems for
months—was a stabilizing factor that neutralized any potential
revolt against the Union of Agricultural Workers, the state’s
"transmission belt,” which handles wages. To complete its
control, the state replaced the leaders of the regional centers
for agrarian reform, where leftist influence was strong.

In the urban neighborhoods, Copcon no longer existed to
protect the Neighborhood Commissions when theytook over
uninhabited areas. Repreon hit the squatters. Intervention
by the GNR (Republican National Guard) and PSP (the police)
became widespread. On pretense of searching for weapons, the
military entered everywhere, not stopping short of invading
and destroying day-care centers set up by the Neighborhood
Commissions, as at Cova de Piedade.

“Nonnalization” was obviously most vital in the workplace,
but also more difficult to achieve because of the workers’
collective strength and experience in struggle. The
govemment's first sorties and the workers’ reactions served to
test it out. In the small plants there was no hedging: the most
militant people were fired. Often informers were used. The
workers arrested for participating in the events of
25 November also included some from large firms like the
public works company, J. Pimenta.

The restoration of control was served most effectively
through massive lay-offs. At Timex, one of the first plants to
go out on strike after 25 April I974, where the workers were
highly politicized, and where the first Workers’ Commission
and direct collective action had appeared, the Board of
Directors announced the firing of 800 workers out of a
workforce of 2,000, the rest with their work week shortened
by three hours. At another multinational” corporation,
Applied Mechanics, where electronic components are made,
the workers, all women, held a sit-down strike for sixteen
months against the shut-down of the firm. The GNRs carried
out a court ruling ordering their eviction. Despite temporary
fratemization by the workers sent to dismantle the machines.
despite the appeals of the Commission, the struggle ended
amid general indifference: barely thirty workers from other
firms joined the picket lines. What a change from the
widespread solidarity which these struggles had elicited in the
tidal wave of militancy of I974! The absence of general
support for the resistance to these first repressive incursions
heartened the government.

Abandoned by the unions (the Electricians’ Union is
pro-CP) and by the leftist groups, which had so eagerly

hmanipulated t em before, the workers at Applied and Timex
" See Colin. “Révolution ct contre-revolution dans Ics
campagnes portugaises," Les Temps Modernes, October, I975.

" Since these firms are multinational, with a highly
compaflmentalized production cycle, they cannot be
reconvened within .the framework of a national economy. In
the future. this should lead the workers to understand the
absurdity of the “national independence" strategy advocated



were the first to suffer from the ebbing of the struggle. How
drastically the situation has changed can be judged from the
fact that for the first time since 25 April 1974, represslon
through wage freezes, firings, and refusal to carry out
agreements settled in collective bargaining (as in the case of
the construction workers) has been complemented by the use
of a police force “fully experienced in intervention,
thoroughly broken in by repression exercised formerly, and
fresh and ready to follow the orders of capitalist authority. . . .
The slogan ‘orders are not to be discussed’ fits them like a
glove.”*

7. An End of Illusions
Economic collapse, unemployment, and fear have drained

the workers’ strength. But all is not bleak. Contacts and
discussions among the Commissions are growing. At these
meetings, workers openly criticize the actions they had
undertaken, which, as one Lisbon worker said, “were swept
aside by the events of the 25th of November” (Republica,
15 December 1975). The working class is alone, now as in the
past, except that now it is conscious of this solitude, through
necessity! In the neighborhoods, people are uniting to oppose
evictions; in the plants, sit-down strikes and actions of
solidarity have appeared in response to massive lay-offs.

But these actions remain very limited, and it is hard to
imagine them leading to a widespread grass-roots movement
that could seriously threaten the power of the state and ruling
class. The workers’ organizations in the factories and
neighborhoods have been sapped of their representativeness
and force; to see the development of their “autonomous
unification” as an adequate response to repression (as, for
instance, the comrades of Combate do in their issue of
26 December 1975) is to take the problem by the wrong end.
Unification is always possible at the summit by the creation of
sham “Coordinators” or “Secretariats" under the thumb of
political sects; the question is, whether unrepresentative
organizations should be unified, or whether they must be
replaced by new organizations created by the workers
themselves.

In any event, the Portuguese struggle has reached a new
stage; the workers are undeniably weakened, but much has
changed, including their way of thinking. In the future, other
factors will play a role—and it could be that the change coming
about in Spain might influence the social balance in Portugal,
bringing a rebirth of the struggle.lts scope would then be
radically different.

In the meantime, the struggles of the past few years have
clarified the tasks of the movement and have shown the
workers some blind alleys they must not enter again. The
gaining of bourgeois liberty awakens and stimulates the
working class’s determination to struggle—all the more so if
the workers see the depth of the contradiction between their
hope to change their lives and the institutionalization of the
new political structure. Portugal has shown that it is not
possible today for the bourgeoisie to enlist the working class in
a narrowly limited conquest of “democratic liberties.”
likewise, Stalinist reformism, frozen in its Schemes of

progressive steps and of struggle against “monopoly
capitalism,” is also beaten on its own ground and reveals itself,
more quickly than it wishes, as the intransigent defender of
the capitalist general interest. The Portuguese case shows that
a rapid and violent rupture in a sclerotic regime results in the
massive political involvement of a class with objectives which
are a barrier to the re-institutionalization of bourgeois power
relations.

The lesson of Portugal has been assimilated by
capitalism—it was with the hope of avoiding a similar situation
that the American govemment dropped the ballast in
Greece—and by the Communist Parties of Western Europe,
whose drift towards overt social-democratization was
reinforced by the bitter results of the PCP’s hard-line power
grab. Santiago Carillo, head of the Spanish CP, has stated that
“there cannot exist a common line shared by the CPs of the
capitalist countries and the party-states of eastern Europe.”
Looking forward to an emergence from underground, he spoke
of his Party as “determined to maintain democratic order, to
maintain production and productivity, not to undertake
economic measures which can appear revolutionary but which
risk disorganizing the economy.” (Le Monde, l7 December
and 22 November 1975).

The social movement in Portugal is now freed from the
srnokescreen of class collaboration and “basic freedoms.” With
the end of fascism, political anti-fascism also goes under, its
raison d’étre having vanished. The destruction of fascism and
of anti-fascist politics is a long process which began in the
1960s and was capped with the appearance of workers’
struggles with goals different from those of the democratic
united front. Now, the antagonism between capital and labor
stands out as the foundation of modern society, despite all
that political refomrism—with its attempts to revive fear of the
“fascist danger”—has done to obscure it. From now on, the
workers’ movement will debate between integration into
capitalist development and strengthening its capacity for
initiative and autonomous action as a class antagonistic to the
survival of capitalism.

 
by leftist EFOUPS, and to develop international solidarity with
other workers in the same branch of production, the °"1y
effective response,
*1-H°m'iq11¢$, “O regresso de velha senhora,” E-*P""“o’
12 December 1975,
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The TAP Strike
The struggle of the Portuguese Air

Transport (TAP) workers is an exemplary
case of the class relations in Portuguese
society since 25 April 1974 and of their
evolution in the face of the political
forces of the left and the Armed Forces
Movement (MFA). This struggle appeared
to some workers in other enterprises as
their struggle also. General assemblies
of TAP workers were open to all militant
workers regardless of occupation or
origin. For this reason, the comrade who
wrote this text, a Portuguese imigrant
working in France who recently returned
to Portugal, was able to attend and
express himself at TAP general assemblies
in Lisbon during the events recounted
below. When members of the Portuguese
Communist Party (PCP) tried to prevent
his participation, other TAP workers
defended him and enforced the right to
speak for all who, while not from TAP,
were in solidarity with their struggle.

While TAP was founded in 1953 as a
private enterprise, the state holds a
majority of the shares. TAP experienced
its great leap forward with the colonial
war and became largely profitable in the
second half of the l960's. The workforce
consists of three sectors: flight crews

(1300), administrators and clerical
workers (3000), and manual workers (3000).
Mainly concentrated at the Lisbon airport,
the Maintenance Division includes young
skilled workers, whose experience of
struggle dates from before 25 April. They
had gone on strike on ll July 1973 against
the management's proposed contract. This
strike was severely repressed by the
former regime's police, who shot into a
meeting and wounded several people.

The events recounted below began at a
general assembly of all personnel on 5 May
1974, when the union's Syndical Commis-
sion, a vestige of the syndical organiza-
tion of the old regime, proposed the
election of three members from the three
sectors to form the Administrative
Commission, which was called by the new
regime to participate in management. The
Syndical Commission imposed its list
without discussion, and all those elected
were union leaders. (l)

Soon workers began to question among
themselves this "participation" in manage-
ment. While those elected were driven
around in chauffeured cars and saw their
salaries multiplied by seven, the Admin-
istrative Commission tried to direct the
workers along the road of conciliation and



threatened to resign if the workers
behaved like "children who wish to break
the toy (i.e., freedom) they have been
given." The Administrative Commission
also limited the role of the elected
Workers‘ Council to that "of channeling
the struggle towards the reorganization of
the enterprise in order to attain a higher
profitability." (2) The purge of fascist
managers first demanded by the workers was
given secondary importance both by the
Administrative Commission and the unions,
while even the agreement on a new contract
proposal dragged.

At the beginning of August, some
Maintenance Division workers published
texts criticizing "participation" and the
role of traditional union action:

At TAP, as in every other capitalist
enterprise, workers’ participation in
managalent does not end exploitation
and, as tar as we can see, TAP continues
to obtain profits--profits, as always,
made on our backs.... Participation in
management is thus always a serious
mistake, as it serves only to mks the
workers approve measures taken in the
interest of the bosses (e.g. layoffs) .
In this way a direct clash between
capital and labor is avoided, while we
are confused and divided among ourselves.
This is what we have experienced at
TAP» (3)

At a general assembly of 13 August
1974, the Maintenance Division workers
imposed a four—hour reduction in the work-
week, bringing it down to forty hours.
Interrupting negotiations with the unions,
the Administrative Commission demanded a
return to forty-four hours. Negotiations
resumed under pressure from the Ministry
of Labor. From that moment the Adinis—
trative Commission began to show signs of
panic:

cm several occasions the Administrative
Cusnission has drawn the attention of the
workers to the urgent necessity of raising
productivity, but its appeals are eyes“.
atically ignored and people continue to
leave their work on any pretex whatever.
Indiscipline and lack of respect for the
hierarchy reign, leading towards anarchy
and making it impossible to find those
responsible. (Thus to be critized are:)
the struggle for political goals, which
are at the present lrlent contrary to the
workers’ interests and far from the
objectives of the Coqany, the fall, in flu
quality of work,“ . which provokes the

lowest form of exploitation, that of
workers by other workers. In other words,
the objective of those who, contrary to
the ideas of the MFA, fight for the
destruction of the Company will be nearly
achieved when unemployment comes to
stay.... All of us, especially those of
us who will have lost their jobs, will
have a fins compensation-—this time
capital will come out on the losing side.

This harping on layoffs did not
prevent the chairman of the Administra-
tive Commission from treating himself
rather reasonably. Considering himself
exploited by those who did not produce
enough, he gave himself honoraria on the
order of 50,000 escudos ($2000) and
other social advantages, such as a
chauffeured car. Above all, he provided
himself with that which characterizes
this type of "worker" -- no work. To
this the workers retorted at once:

For the Administrative Cossnission to try
to keep the workers from reducing the time
in which they produce surplus value is in
accord with the interests it defends. For
the Syndical Commission to take the same
position, by not supporting the just
actions of the workers, reveals its
reformist nature, appropriate to those who
wish to realize the golden dream of the
petite bourgeoisie--the ‘Holy Alliance‘
between Capital and labor. (4)

By their direct actions the workers
provoked the opposition of all the forces
of the employers, the unions, and the
politicians. In this context the conflict
developed. The real meaning of the
Syndical Commission's appeal to the
"general interest" was shown to be that of
all such claims:

The Syndical Comission is designated for
the negotiations by unions containing
q‘-lite distinct class interests. .. . The
workers of TAP connot engage in a unified
$t!'\l9916¢ since their salaries vary from
5,000 to 52,650 escudos($2OO to $2100)
The unity so desired is possible only
among those who must face the same
Problems. This is why the workers of the
Maintenance Division, conscious of their
PI°d\-\¢U-Vt 1-‘Olen .. declare:

-that the action of the Syndical Conunis-
sion appears to them to injure the
interests of the workers

-that they oppose all interference in
their struggle from organs which do not
1-d""=13Y With their class interests. - --

The workers in their autonomous struggle
"111 mt Peril-it "vanguardist" positions to



be expressed, even if they come from
organizations which claim to represent
them. (5)

Each time that a demand came up which
went beyond the logic of negotiations,
the Syndical Commission issued accusa-
tions that "irresponsible leftism"
threatened unity (theirs) with the Armed
Forces. Thus, the Syndical Commission,
with reference to the forty-hour workweek
and the Administrative Commission's
reaction to this demand, stated, "The
Syndical Comission considers that the
unity of workers on objectives clearly
chosen by all is an indispensable
condition for obtaining them." (6) The
Syndical Commission, however, did not
worry so much about democracy when it
pushed through a bundle of demands which
did not stem from workers‘ discussions.
In fact, the sole purpose of the Syndical
Commission was to sabotage the emerging
struggle. The Commission's attitude
served to heighten the workers‘ inclina-
tion to proceed autonomously. On
l9 August a general assembly of the
workers, without the Syndical Commission
present, discussed and approved a set of
demands that drew upon lessons of the past
and opened new perspectives. In essence,
these demands voided the existing
contract, discussion of which was grinding
on and on.
Among the demands were:
-- the right to purge at anytime anyone

whose behavior the workers consider
incompatible with their interests

—- wage increases inversely proportional
to base-pay rates, to reduce the
differential among them; no raises for
people who earn more than 16,000
escudos (in practice, all the
navigatory personnel)

—— a public inquiry to determine and

all or nothing.
In the face of so radical a stance, the

string of the famous Portuguese "national
interest" was plucked. The PCP, which by
then had shown its true colors in the
struggles of the postmen, the fishermen,
the bakers, and the public transportation
workers, entered the fray with this appeal
to the TAP workers:

The PCP cell, closely following the
latest events, draws the attention of the
workers to the manoeuvres of the petit-
bourgeois radical groups.... While
contract negotiations are underway, while
the possibilities of having our demands
met are not exhausted, and while e great
discussion among all has not taken place,
the utilization of the strike weapon is to
be condemned. More than this, a strike at
TAP at the present time would serve only
the reactionary forces, as a shutdown of
our country's only airline company, at a
moment of economic and social difficulty,
would be an act of sabotage of the ongoing
process of democratization. (The TAP cell
of the PCP, 25 August 1974)

The PCP stuck to this point throughout
the struggle -- that actions be taken "in
agreement with all_personnel." But given
enormous wage differentials, such
"democracy" was only an attempt to
subordinate the workers‘ struggle to the
interests of the professionals. The
democracy which the PCP defended here is
the bourgeois sort, which gives equal
rights to people who are not equal in
reality.

As there was no response to their
demands, the workers of the Maintenance
Division decided in a general assembly to
begin an unlimited strike on 26 August and
to create a strike secretariat with
subcommittees:

The Secretariat elected by the use
meeting has as its principal aim to
direct the struggle. It includes an
Information Cosnittee and a Cultural
Coslittee. The first is to handle

punish those responsible for repression external (television, newspapers, radio)
of the 1973 strike

-— equal sharing among all the workers of
a part of the annual profits

—- the right to reconsider the contract

and internal information: it alone is
authorised to issue news of the struggle.
The latter is to publish a strike
newspaper and to arrange for films and
other cultural activities.

whenever the workers wish. _
Of course, these demands were unacceptable
to the management, who faced a strike
deadline of 3PM on 26 August. Here again
the method was direct -- no negotiations:
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Strike picket lines formed on 26 August
around 9PM. About 3AM the Minister of
Labor arrived.



The Minister was accompanied by Mssrs.
Carvalhas and Cabrita (members of the PCP,
union leaders under Caetano and now
functionaries at the Ministry of Labor)
and a tight group including members of the
Syndical Cosnission and other union
bigshots. The Ministry exhorted the
Secretariat to stop the strike. The
position of the Secretariat was clear:
in no case would it substitute its will
for that of the workers, as such a
decision would go beyond its jurisdiction.
Emphasizing that the Army surrounded the
airport and was ready to intervene at any
mcnent, the Minister reaffirmed his desire
to see the strike end. A major arrived
accompained by two armed soldiers.

The Secretariat restated its decision to
provide technical services only for planes
repatriating soldiers from Guinea—Bissau
and agreed to convoke a general assembly
the next day at 3PM. The Minister agreed
to call off the troops.

During the night following the
27 August assembly, the Secretariat
published its first communique to the
population, in which the events of the day
were discussed.

The TAP workers inform: ... about 1PM a
conlunique of the Syndical Conunission was
transmitted several times on the radio,
inviting non-striking workers to assemble
before the administration building around
3:30PM. This manoeuvre of the Syndical
Co-mission was an attempt to create
division and conflict among the workers,
but its consequences were laughable.
While are than 4,000 workers met and
discussed the situation and how to advance
the struggle, outside 300 workers, led by
pilots and management, demonstrated their
support for the Syndical Conunission and
said ‘Mo to the strike'....

At the general assembly, in the
presence of the Minister of Labor, a
majority of the administrative personnel
joined in a decision to continue the
strike.

After earlier attempts to sabotage the
struggle proved unsuccessful, the TV,
radio, and press began to direct all sorts
of slanders and provoaations at the
worksrs.... The Syndical Ccmnission and
sce groups of pseudo-workers announced
the end of the strike. In the most open
way, this campaign prepared public opinion
for the sequel, the placement of TAP
under control of the military author-
ities. We denounce the false information
given by the Ministry of Information,
according to whom the Army had to inter-
vene to assure the return of the troops.
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TAP workers never hindered the return of
soldiers from Guinea—Bissau; landing
facilities were scrupulously maintained.
It was the workers who pushed for the
return of the troops, not the bour-
geoisie.... when freed of trade union
reformers and other false friends, the
working class is the most advanced class
in our society. It is capable of
organizing itself, of creating its own
forms of struggle, and of unifying
progressive workers from different
sectors. Our list of demands, by pro-
voking the blind repression of the
bourgeoisie, acquires a political
dimension. The TAP struggle sets an
example for all working people. AGAINST
RBFORMISM, AGAINST OPPORTUNISM, AGAINST
FALSE FRIENDS, AGAINST CAPITALISTS
EXPLOITATION, THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES.
TBB WORKERS WILL WIN! (The TAP Workers)

Considering the implications of such
intransigence for the future of the
struggle, the capitalists attempted to
isolate the TAP workers from the working
class as a whole. On 28 August, motions
of support had been voted by the Workers‘
Commissions of Timex, Lisnave, CTT and
Sogantal. (7) For this reason, it was
becoming increasingly necessary for
capital to stem the tide of demonstrations
of working—class solidarity, which were
tipping the scales toward labor and
radicalizing the struggle.

Meanwhile, the Syndical Commission
decided that the strike should be stopped
immediately and that it should pursue the
contract negotiations. They stated, "The
Process of struggle started by the
Maintenance Division has been manipulated
by activist elements; as a result, some
workers who don't understand things verv
well support the strike...." While well
within the logic of union bureaucrats,
these manoeuvres and statements failed to
dissuade the majority of workers.
P°rtraYin9 the union's position as "repre-
sentative," these statements helped the
Qovernment to manipulate public opinion in
its fav°r- H°WeVer, the actions of the
PCP and the unions strengthened, rather
than weakened, the workers‘ resolve.

At lAM on 28 August, the Minister of
Information announced on television that,
in the face of the strikers‘ intransigence,
tP9_9overnment would place TAP under
mllltary Control. Toward eleven*the PCP
cell of TAP published a comunique which



was a real masterpiece of anti—strike
action.

To the workers of TAP:
The PCP cell of TAP published in its

comsnuniqui of 25 August a warning against
the dangers which certain actions of
workers of adventurist elements could pose
to the workers. The dangers have now
become concrete with the intervention of
the Armed Forces in the company and with
the subjection of the workers to military
discipline.

In no way can we allow left-wing
elements to threaten the interests of all
the workers. We must urgently unmask and
denounce the responsibility of the adven-
turists who have created this situation.

While the contract negotiations were in
a progressive phase, ...this strike has
taken on a clearly political character,
objectively, that of a provocation. It is
directed not only against the interests of
the vast majority of TAP workers, but also
against those of the Portuguese workers in
general.

By leading to a conflict with the Armed
Forces, risking a compromise of their
alliance with the working masses, and by
sabotaging the national economy, the
adventurist elements responsible for
starting the strike have objectively been
playing the game of the most reactionary
forces.

Anti-democratic methods have been used
against us. Our cells’ documents have
been torn up and workers with different
positions have not been allowed to
part-_icipate.... (Of course, this refers
to those who wanted to end the strike.
It's hard to see how they could have
participated in it.)

In a moment of national rejoicing due
to the realization of the process of de-
colonization and return of thousands of
soldiers to Portugal by air, the situation
at TAP creates an unfavorable context for
the maintenance of smooth operations. The
Portuguese people can neither approve nor
tolerate this state of affairs.

Once mre, the PCP cell of TAP puts the
workers on guard, calling on thee to
unmask the elements responsible for
adventurist manoeuvres, so that there may
be instituted a climate of security and
discipline, and so we can avoid incidents
and conflicts with elements of the Armed
Forces, which would aggravate the
situation.

T!-E WORIGRS SHOULD DISCUSS AND DECIDE
TO BID THIS STRIKE!
ID ‘ID NEW ADV'EN'1'URES AND RBVxATIONSl
?OR A RAPE NORMALIZATION OF ‘HIE
SITUATION AT TAP! (28 August 1974,
The TAP Cell of the PCP)

All this was preparation for military
intervention. The presence of soldiers
for the previous two days was already a
form of pressure. The stage was set --
the "democratic guns" versus the
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"irresponsible adventurists."
In this atmosphere the general assembly

of 28 August took place. The presence of
four thousand workers showed that the
movement had spread to the administrative
personnel. Because of the threat of
intervention by the army, discussion
focused on whether or not to continue the
movement. At the start of the meeting a
group of MFA officers entered and were
applauded by the workers. They took the
floor to announce the imposition of
military control and read from the
regulations of military discipline, which
were heard in total silence. The workers
were surprised by those whom they had
regarded as defenders of their position.
The officers said they were tired and had
to leave, but the workers asked them to
stay and take part in the discussion.

In the course of this discussion it
became clear that a majority wanted to
continue the strike until the demands were
met. They also voted to expell two people
who had displayed anti-worker behavior
during the strike, and to abolish the
Syndical Commission. As the leaflet
quoted above had heated people's spirits,
the speeches became more and more radical
and anti—PCP; one PCP militant rose to
express his disgust with his party's anti-
labor position. The MA officers left.
The unsigned motion expressing the PCP's
position in favor of ending the strike,
was then presented to the chairman, who
requested its authors to read it. After
a moment a long-time PCP militant, ashamed
and broken-up, came forward to read it.
Opposition to the motion was widespread
and violent. Throughout, however, no
reference was made to the MA, as if all
had agreed to avoid this issue. The
illusion persisted!

Toward 5PM a ranking member of the MFA
arrived to hear the decision of the
assembly. Faced with the decision to
continue the strike, he threatened, "You
have half an hour to get back to work, or
else the troops will intervene." Panic!
The majority of the workers had never
imagined that the MA would take such a
stand. The destructive effect of the
workers‘ illusions about the MA was felt
for the first time. Recognizing the power



of the forces arrayed against them, the
workers accepted a proposal to return to
work on a work-to-rule basis and to
broaden contacts with other workplaces in
hope of building a more solid base. Here
the TAP workers displayed strong class
consciousness, for preservation of the
workers‘ forces can also be conscious
class action.

The workers published a second
communique, which reflected their changed
attitudes toward the military, including
recognition of its repressive role:

The workers of TAP Up Against the Repres-
sion

-The (official) list of demands shows the
lack of interest on the part of the
Syndical Commission in the conditions of
the workers it is supposed to represent.

-The Syndical Commission of TAP is hence-
forth discharged by the general assembly
of the workers.

-The workers have been obliged, under
threat, to put an end to their assembly
and to leave their meetingplace.

- They were told that they had thirty
minutes to do so, after which the men of
COPCON would immediately invade.

-These troops, a company of Rangers and
one of paratroopers, equipped with
special uniforms, ammunition, knives and
G3 machine guns, are ready for combat.
Automatic machine guns have been set up;
and, as usual, the loveable police dogs
are there too.

-All this apparatus has been put into
action as though it were a matter of
meeting a military assault.

4Dfficers known from before were there.
These gentlemen made us remember with
nostalgia the good old days of the riot
police and its collaboration with PIDE.

-TAP workers have the deepest contempt
for this form of repression.

We will fight all together for rank-and-
file unionism. Down with vanguardism!
Comrade, watch out!

After 28 August people returned to work
with the army present at the workplace and
with a general work-to-rule in effect at
the Maintenance Division.

The officers made all sorts of threats:
‘I! you don't work, the Governmgng wi11
sell the planes, and everyone will be
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fired_" (This was proposed by Alvaro
Cunhal, Secretary General of the PCP, to
the Council of Ministers.) "Those who
don't want to work will be imprisoned,
lose their wages, and be fired." The
workers were forced to work under the
guard of soldiers armed with machine guns.
Even so, the first plane could take off
thanks only to three scabs, known PCP
members, to whom the workers gave the
silent treatment.... The workers are
constantly threateded. "Before such and
such a time, so many planes must be
ready, or else no one leaves." In this
way the workers are forced to work fifteen
and sixteen hours overtime. They resist,
organize, and adapt themselves to the new
conditions.... Among the victories
obtained we mention... that the revision-
ist party has been unmasked and that its
isolatidn vis-a-vis the workers is
tota1.... Unmasked also are the
"democracy" and "freedom", which serve
only to increase exploitation. (8)

At first the government tried to
present the situation as "normal."
The workers replied:

If everything is normal at TAP, why are
the troops still here? If everything is
normal, why must we stay at work sixteen
hours and more? If everything is normal,
why are we still threatened with prison
and the loss of our wages? If everything
is normal, why are we denied freedom of
movement inside TAP? Why are we held
under threat of arms? Or indeed is the
repression of workers normal for the
Provisional Government and the parties
represented in it?
... The situation will return to normal
only when our demands are satisfied and
the troops return to their barracks. we
will not permit one worker to be jailed
Or fired. If this occurs, not a single
Plane will take off. We will not renounce
our right to meet and distribute
our information at the workplace. We
will not give up the right to organize
ourselves in an automoous way for the
defense of our fundamental interests. (9)

Meanwhile, contacts were made with
workers at other workplaces in which the
struggle was developing and in which core
groups of radicals existed. The workers
came to understand better every day that
under current conditions the significance
of their struggle went beyond the limits
of their own enterprises. The struggle
could no lonqer be won in a single
fa°t°rY: it could advance only in a
general movement.

_ BY 17 September the work-to-rule had,
in the words of the Secretary of State



for Transport, made the situation at TAP
"catastrophic". In order to "normalize"
the situation, a general assembly of all
personnel was held at the initiative of
the unions and with the support of the
PCP. The workers of the Maintenance
Division attended in large numbers and
proceeded to oust those runninq the
meeting and to take it over. The unions
considered this action "an attempt not
only to sow confusion but also to
discredit the current union leadership."
The workers decided: to call a general
strike on 24 September, to dissolve the
old Syndical Commission, and to elect a
new committee by works department, thus
giving the manual personnel a majority of
the delegates. This measure drove the
unions and the PCP crazv. They attacked
"the disunity of workers in the same
branch and in the same company, which
makes it impossible to create a unified
policy on the union level." (10) In
fact, by their actions the workers had
dealt a mortal blow to the policy of the
PCP, whose pretense is to defend the
"general interest", in reality a
subordination of the workers‘ interests
to those of capitalism.

This form of action used by the
Maintenance Division workers, in which
they excluded those not part of their
class, is wgrkersf democracy in practice.
A motion voted in the course of the above-
mentioned meeting stated:

Considering that the fourth week of
military occupation of TAP has begun and
that the repression only grows with the
resistance, ... TAP workers demand:

-the imediate departure of the troops and
the suspension of military intervention.

-the end of the activities of the Study
Commission (This Commission, a sort of
house police, had the goal of finding
the ‘agitators’ of the movement, using
'interroqations' of the old style.)

-an oral response of management to the
list of demands.

In response to these actions, on
23 September the military imprisoned some
workers after having "interrogated" them.
The response was immediate. "A large
demonstration, including workers of other
companies, was organized. It ended up

before the barracks where our comrades
were held; and they were liberated as a
result of our insistence.“ (ll)

But the repression did not stop here.
On 25 September two hundred workers were
fired under Article 6 of the Regulations
of Military Discipline. Fights broke out
with the police when the workers demon-
strated en masse against this measure.
On 27 September thousands of TAP workers
and people from other shops demonstrated
in the streets to demand the rehiring of
all those fired. The government appeared
to retreat and rehired all but thirty.
Naturally, the union accepted this, while
the mass of workers continued to struggle
for their demands. With the strike
generally effective among the manual
workers, a demonstration was organized
on 28 September. A critique of the
repressive role of the army appeared at
this time. Gradually, illusions were
dispelled. This demonstration was
organized by a collective of workers from
various enterprises (TAP, Lisnave,
Effacec, and CTT) to give new impetus to
the general struggle against layoffs.
It was the only street demonstration on
the day that the right—wing counterputsch
failed. Ironically, the workers who had
been repressed by the MFA and the left
parties were the only ones demonstrating
in the streets on the very day on which
the regime was endangered. But, the purge
which the workers demanded was not
directed primarily against the fascists,
with whom the MFA and the parties were
concerned. While the latter opposed the
fascists in bourgeois terms in hopes of
saving their state power, the workers
put their demands in class terms, in terms
of the power relations between workers
and capitalists.

In November 1974, 171 workers were
rehired, while fifty—five were kept under
military inquiry for their part in the
strike. The unions, who had strongly,
opposed the strike, "regretted" such
measures and "requested" that the manage-
ment annul them. On 18 November a general
assembly of the workers demanded: (a) the
imediate rehiring of the "suspended"
workers, (b) the publication in the media
of the results of the military inquiry,



and (c) a freeze on contract negotiations
pending the rehiring of the workers. The
workers published the names of personnel,
among them militants of the PCP, who had
given witness against the "suspended"
workers during the military inquiry.
As the "suspended" workers had still not
been rehired, on 19 December 1974 the
general assembly decided that the
"suspended" workers ought to show up for
work starting 6 January. In support of
this action, the assembly called for a
demonstration before the management
offices.

In early March 1975, a general assembly
decided to demand the annulment of
military sanctions against any worker, to
oppose any firings, to freeze all salaries
higher than 16,000 escudos ($640), to give
10 March as a deadline for the management
to sign the contract, to demand a round-
table discussion on television, and to
begin a general strike on 12 March if the
demands were not accepted. On 12 March
the personnel were assembled in a general
assembly when the airplanes of the
Spinolist putschists began to bombard a
nearby barracks. Because of these events
the strike was suspended, but nothing
was decided. It is interesting to note
that one of the reasons given by the
Spinolist officers to the parachutists
they sent to Lisbon was intervention in
the TAP strike. Here at last was one
point of agreement between the Spinolists
and the current bosses of Portugal.

Agitation and discussion continued
among the TAP workers. In early 1975 an
autonomous workers‘ group, the Comittee
for Revolutionary Organization at TAP
(CORT), has published a manifesto from
which the following points are extracted:

The struggles we TAP workers have led
since 25 April, which have scmetines
taken advanced forms, represent important
steps towards working-class consciousness
end organization. But we must go forward,
give ou.r struggles a correct political
perspective, connect then with a total
strategy of class struggle.... This is
why a group of TAP workers, mostly manual
workers, has organized a political com-
mittee within the ccmpany in order to
analyze and intervene in the different
levels of the struggle. The ciittee
consists of militants with and without
party affiliation.

OOH.‘ wishes to facilitate the creation

at TAP of autonomous class organization,
that is, the organization of workers in
their workplace for the anti—capitalist
struggle without being controlled
by political parties.

CORT fights for workers'power, with the
working class in the vanguard. and, thus,
rejects every policy of class collabora-
tion. We consider that to establish
workers’ power (i.e., the dictatorship of
the proletariat) real proletarian demo-
cracy, the working class, and revolu-
tionary militants must make use of many
means, including that of violence.. . .

We find in this text, as in most of the
workers‘ texts coming out of today's
struggle in Portugal, expressions which
show the Maoist origin of those who
publish them ("correct political
perspective", "correct position",
"lackeys of the bourgeoisie", etc.). On
the other hand, we find suspicion of
"outside parties" and a desire to keep
control over the struggle in the workers‘
own hands.
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The Development of Workers’
Self—Organization:
Two Essays From Combate

The newspaper Combate was founded after 25 April 1974
by a group of militants of various, mainly leninist, political
tendencies. Since then, after internal discussions and
reflections on the workers’ movement, the paper's positions
have clearly evolved towards a critique of leninist politics and
of the official labor movement. Combate supports
independent workers ' organizations and international alliances
among workers, and opposes the unions, parties, and state.
Published twice a month, its 3,000 copies mostly distributed
among workers, the paper covers workplace struggles,
neighborhood organizing and squatters’ movements, and
intemational events. It also publishes theoretical analyses and
discussions among workers. Combate wishes to be “a tribune
open to the free expression ofall workers . . . it is the organ of
no party or political group." Combate can be written c/0
Sanots Dumont, 48, R/C-Oto, Lisbon.

In Portugal as elsewhere, the Ieitmotif of the new workers’
movements has been the growth ofautonomous organizations
within which workers could discover their own power and use
it for radical ends. The texts translated below deal with
questions about this development as they arose in the efforts
of militant workers to understand and overcome obstacles in
their path. Notes have been added by the editor. With respect
to the first essay, some criticism is in order: the descriptions of
state planning in modem capitalism and of the unions’role in
planning are oversimplified—integrationist role of the unions is
not a result of the monopolies alone; consider Germany?
Social-Democratic unions and the U.S. trade unions of the
nineteenth century. lt is also not true that monopoly capital
has Completely eliminated the unions as organs of working
class resistance to capital's demands. If this were so, the
unions’ survival would be inexplicable. Rather, it is the narrow
"OP? of their resistance which makes them compatible with
the requirements of capital accumulation. In this respect,
unions have always been integrationist. The bourgeoisie found
it necessary to destroy only those workers ' orgartizati0rlS—8llf-‘h
as the Portuguese CGT up to the 1930s—which followed a
revolutionary sjyndicalist course, attacking the basis of
capitalist exploitation rather than just defending the interests
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of the workers within the system. Today as always, only the
transcendence of these defensive organizations and their
policies-negotiation with capital, delegation of power-can
open the way to the self-emancipation of the working class.

-C.R.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AUTONOMOUS
WORKING-CLASS ORGANIZATION AFTER SIX
MONTHS OF STRUGGLE

1. The Present-day Meaning of the Unions
Since the history of the workers’ movement is not entirely

unknown, every comrade must have noticed that until the
development of the great monopolies at the turn of the
century, the unions were real workers’ organizations, weapons
in the struggle against capital. In Portugal, where monopoly
capital didn’t consolidate its position until the Salazar regime,
the CGT (General Labor Federation) was an intransigent
defender of labor’s emancipation, and was destroyed by the
fascists. In the industrialized countries where monopolies
predominated decades before, the elimination of the old
unions occurred earlier.

Whether rapidly and violently, as in Portugal, or through a
slow and peaceful transition, as for example in France, the
unions have been transformed into instruments of the
monopoly sector’s planners. In the case of Portuguese fascism,
the elimination of the union as mass organization has been
accompanied by the creation of organizations essential to the
planning of the labor force, such as the National Labor
Institute.‘ Just as the capitalists have their special agencies for
planning various aspects of the production and circulation of
commodities, so they have in the modem union an
organization which plans the distribution of the labor force.
The union leader of today is the technocrat of labor planning.

Nothing changed after April 25. In the time of Salazar and
 
l. The organ of the Salazarist state in charge of all questions

relating to "education," “leisure time,” the “inspection of
work,” and the “study of problems conceming the labor
force."



Caetano, the unions were, as everyone knew, organs of the
fascist bourgeois government. Today, the unions are an arm of
the pro-parliamentary bourgeois government. They are still
nothing but a cog in the state machinery. Among the comrades
who read this joumal, how many have not already been to the
Ministry of Labor as members of the Workers’ Commissions?2
Down there, at the side of the Minister-the official
representative of the bosses as a class—we fmd his right arm,
who whispers good ideas to him, the delegate of the
Inter-Syndical? His job is not to defend the interests of the
workers, but to advise the Minister and the employers on the
most subtle way to fool the workers.

It is not merely because the half-dozen people who run the
unions and the Inter-Syndical are corrupt and reactionary that
these institutions serve the bosses‘ interests so faithfully. That
is what most of the little splinter groups would have us believe,
but the evil lies deeper, in the very structure of the unions
themselves. Even in the few cases where the unions are headed
by revolutionary individuals, the possibilities of action remain
strictly limited.

The unions are reactionary because the leaders try to
conduct the struggle without the direct involvement of the
very working people whose interests are at stake. There are
other reasons, but this is the most important, and the only one
we will consider here.

The leaders think that they have a right to direct the
struggle without even infomring or consulting the workers, for
they say the workers have delegated this power to them. But it
is the bourgeoisie, above all its parliamentary wing, whose
state structures are based on the ideology of “delegation of
power.” I-low can one “delegate” power? Either you have it or
you don’t, and if you delegate it, you don’t have it any more!
This is no mere quibble over words, as we will show in our
discussion of the limitations of the Workers’ Conunissions
(section 2, below).

Only when the workers decide for themselves how to
conduct their struggles do they keep power in their own
hands. Then they leam to work together in developing forms
of organization which suit their own needs. These autonomous
organizations, developing within and between the workplaces
and commtutities, are the seeds from which communist society
can grow. But if the power to act on their own initiative is
taken away from the masses, under cover of some myth such
as “delegation,” they fall into passivity, and are no longer able
to build new social forms antagonistic to bourgeois society.

Most workers have clearly seen from their own experience
that, despite April 25, the unions are still subordinated to the
state and the employers. This has been made all the more
obvious by the fact that the unions have been “captured” (this
is precisely how the reformists refer to their assumption of
 
2. Since April 25, the Ministry of Labor has been in the hands

of the cadres and teclmocrats of the PCP, many of whom
were union bureaucrats under the fascist regime. No change
has been made in the structure of the Ministry, which
frurctions as in the good old days.

3. The germ of a new National labor Confederation, made up
of union repruentatives. Controlled by the PCP, it is a
fairly powerful apparatus which can mobilize large masses
of workers.
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power since April 25) from the top down, without even
minimal changes in structure.

2. The Bypassing of the Unions by the Workers’ Com-
missions; the Limits of the Existing Commissions

Given the unbridgable gulf between workers and unions, it
is no surprise that the workers have created another type of
organization: the Workers’ Commissions. In a very short time,
Commissions appeared in almost all of the enterprises where a
struggle was taking place. This development is the clearest
expression of the workers’ lack of confidence in “their”
unions. Can one say, then, that democracy in the control of
labor struggles is the general rule today, that workers’ power is
a reality? Far from it!

When we take a closer look, we almost always find that the
democracy of the Commissions is purely formal. Often, the
Commission is nothing but an intermediary between the union
and the workers; it is still the union which is in charge of
negotiations with the employer, and the Commission merely
tells the unionists what the workers would like them to do and
passes along the word on what the union has decided to do.

In other cases, the Commission itself, though elected by all
the workers, plays a reactionary role, for its membership is
drawn exclusively from a privileged stratum: engineers,
technical personnel, even activists from the various student
groups which humorously call themselves this or that
“workers' party” and who get themselves elected in order to
push some sectarian line. The working women of Charminha,4
for example, who were at quite an advanced stage of struggle
(self-management), remained for a long time under the
domination of a Commission made up of office workers, who
camed two or three times the wages of manual workers. As the
struggle intensified, and as they came in contact with other
self-managed companies such as Sogantal,5 the women of
Charrninha came to realize the reactiona_ry nature of their
Commission, and replaced it with another, chosen from among
their own number.

Some Commissions, even though made up of non-privileged

 
4. A clothing factory in Lisbon; the German boss is a former

Nazi officer. There have been 200 firings in the two years to
1975. When the workers struck for a raise and against the
IEYOTTS, the boss left the country without paying any wages.
The workers began to produce and sell the goods
th°"1$¢1V@$. although the Ministry of Labor refused to help
them establish a workers’ production co-operative.

5- A °l°thiTlB factory at Montijo, financed by French capital.
In one of the biggest struggles of the strike wave that
f°u°W°d -‘\P1‘il25, 50 female workers struck for higher
W3B¢5- They elected a Commission, occupied the factory,
and Produced and sold the goods. Salaries were equalized,
and_the various tasks (production, accounting, sales) were
camed out by all of the workers, taking tums at each job.
The boss left the country, retuming later with an armed
commando which occupied the factory during the night
with the consent of the Portuguese government. The people



workers, still imitated the procedures of the old unions. Such
was the case at Propam,6 where the Commission didn’t even
inform the workers of the results of its negotiations with the
Ministry of Labor. Even more extraordinarily, the workers
themselves agreed that they shouldn’t be told what was going
on!

In many cases, the workers and their Corrunissions have
managed to avoid all of the above mistakes—and yet the
Commissions still end up isolated from the workers. Not
because the Commission has become reactionary, but because
the workers have become passive and apathetic. Why? Here we
come to the heart of the problem.

The election of a Workers’ Commission requires a high level
of activity on the part of all of the workers, and for a time, the
Commission remains under their control and carries out their
orders. But, little by little, the distinction between masses and
representatives re-emerges. It is always the same small group of
people who hold the executive power; the initiative which was
once the property of all gradually passes into the hands of the
new leaders, without anyone intending or even being aware of
what is going on. When this process is well advanced, the
employer, profiting from the growing isolation of the
Commission, opens up his attack and fires the most radical
workers, and the rest are too demoralized to put up a defense.
The employer’s counteroffensive is successful because the
majority of the workers have already been removed from any
direct role in defining and fighting for their interests.

From this viewpoint, we can readily understand another of
the limitations of the Commissions during this time: the
difficulty of bringing the various Commissions together in a
common struggle. The most important attempt along these
lines was the great workers’ demonstrations of September,
1974, against the repression of the TAP strike and against
layoffs. But since then, the task of forming liasons has not
been followed through, and the Inter-Commission organization
has died. A few individuals belonging to different Commissions
meet with each other, but the masses are not involved. These
meetings, though they sometimes serve to temporarily link up
separate struggles, widen the division between Commission
members and the rest of the workers.

3. Possibilities of Development in a Revolutionary
Direction

Working class revolutionaries in other countries have been
faced with the same difficulties, and we can learn from their
experiences. In many struggles, noted for their militancy and

 
of the region attacked the factory; the army intervened to
remove the bosses’ commando under its protection. There
was a great nationwide movement of solidarity with this
Struggle, which was very open to the outside and established
contacts with other factories.

6.A bread company at Setubal, with 150 workers who
°°°"Pied the factory for raises, against laY0ffS, and f°r
Purging of the management. A Commission was elected,
°°mPosed of office workers.
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cohesiveness, the workers have not elected permanent
committees entrusted with all the executive power. They have
elected, instead, various committees, each with a particular
task, always with a provisory character. Thus the
centralization of political power in the hands of a minority is
prevented, as is the creation of a division between passive
masses and active executors. Further, the workers do not lose
their combative, activist spirit. If a communist society is ever
to arise from the struggle against capitalism, elements of the
new society must be present in the struggle itself. Wherever the
working class has struggled to free itself, it has developed
basically identical forms of social organization-communist
social forms. Assirnilating the experiences of workers in other
countries can help Portuguese workers to develop their own
autonomous organizations. The liberation of the workers can
be won in no other way.

[Combate 15, l7 January 1975]

WHAT WORKERS’ COUNCILS?

1. The Workers’ Movement After April 25; the IECs
and the CRTSM

Up to April 25, the Portuguese working class had little
experience with those parties and unions which call themselves
representatives and defenders of the workers. It was precisely
because there were no such organizing structures to
subordinate the workers’ struggles to the “stability of the
national economy” that the radicalization of the workers after"
April 25 could reach such unimagined proportions.

Starting off with demands for higher wages, the flood of
strikes quickly went beyond this stage and transfonned itself
into a frontal attack on the basis of capitalism. Not only was
the struggle aimed at apparently revolutionary objectives such
as diminution of wage differentials, but also it was carried out
through direct and democratic forms of organization: the
general assemblies of workers.

As it was eaential for the PCP and the Inter-Syndical to
channel this movement towards reformist objectives, the break
was inevitable. An autonomous and spontaneous movement
was bom, directed against both capitalist exploitation and
those organizations which would hold back the revolutionary
surge. The general assemblies were quite an important step
towards the emancipation of the workers. The Workers’
Commissions, elected during the course of the struggles,
reflected the requirements of the struggle at the workplace
1evel'. Another movement arose to unite these particular
struggles: the Inter-Enterprise Committees.

Clearly, the fight could not be carried out exclusively on
the level of the individual enterprise. Consider the TAP strike.
when the military occupation of the TAP took place, the
workers realized that they could not win without the
assistance of the entire working class. And the same applies to
most of the other strikes which took place—l..isnave, Efacec,



Timex, CTT, Sogantal. The framework of the struggle had to
pass from the single production unit to the system as a whole.
At first, the Inter-Enterprise Committees met this need. But
from the moment when they were infiltrated by several leftist
groups, the IECs began their decline. As workers in these
enterprises became less active and thus had fewer goals in
common, the IECs became more vulnerable to takeover by the
sects. The comrades of the Workers’ Commissions, who in
shop struggles genuinely represented the interests of their
fellow workers, began to act in the IECs as representatives of,
and recruiters for, the left parties to which they belonged.

As soon as they put themselves at the service of the sects,
their actions began to clash with the interests of the laborers.
Either they subordinate everything to party ideologies
or—worse—they become bosses themselves. Almost all of the
factories supposedly under “self-management” are run by
Commissions made up of party radicals. Because the
Commissions no longer answered to the needs of the workers,
a frustrating impasse developed; the PRP (Proletarian
Revolutionary Party) tried to exploit the situation by creating
the “Revolutionary Workers’, Soldiers’, and Sailors’ Councils”
(CRTSM). As inter-party struggles came increasingly to defme
the content of the Commissions’ existence, workers became
more and more apathetic, refusing to take sides in quarrels
which had nothing to do with them, and concluding that
“socialism, Portuguese-style” meant only sacrifices. Indeed,
Portuguese capitalism can escape from its current crisis only if
the workers are willing to pay with their own sweat for the
reconversion of the national economy. In the populist
ideological struggle terms of the MFA and its acolytes, this is
called the battle ofpnoduction.

The MFA, the parties and the unions not only tried to
co-opt the Workers‘ and Tenants’ Commissions, but also
encouraged the appearance of new radical structures, in order
to take them over later. The CRSTM is an important example
of what manipulation by a party or by a “progressive”wing of
the MFA can lead to.

The PRP, qua P311)!’ cannot exist without recruiting
workers, with the goal of conquering the state apparatus and
becoming the new rulers and exploiters: from this was bom
the necessity of creating the CRTSM. The MFA
“progressives,” too, had a use for these same councils; they
hoped to use the CRTSM to stimulate the labor force to work
harder and pull the economy out of its crisis. They realized
that the Inter-Syndical and the parties could not mobilize the
masses for the “battle of production.” A more representative
form of organization, they hoped, would have a greater impact
on the workers.

2. The Impasse of Autonomous Struggles and the
Revolutionary Alternative

The demonstrations of 7 June and 6 July 1975 are
significant examples of how the parties seize upon workers’
struggle§ and tum them to their own ends. The first was
entirely orchestrated by the PRP. Of the two demos on July 6,
one was called by the Steelworkers, controlled by the UDP,
and the other by TAP, TLP, etc.—committees controlled by
the MRPP. Their objectives were all the same: to mobilize the
workers in the name of supposedly “non~party" goals, in order

to further party interests. What must be underlined is that the
parties already have to hide behind “non-party"-ism to
manipulate the workers.

The PRP stands out for its subtlety. Not only has it issued
calls for “non-party” demonstrations, but also has created a
“non-party” organization-the CRTSM. These are not organs
bom of the practical needs felt by workers in their day-to-day
struggles. But they appeared at the moment when the workers
began to feel the need for new organizations which would go
beyond the parties and unions, and which would connect up
the various stnrggles. Given the impasse in the development of
autonomous workers’ struggles, the saturation of party
activities, and the need for a more inclusive form of
organization, there was plenty of room for opportunistic
maneuvers.

The need for autonomous revolutionary organizations
remains as pressing as ever. The general assemblies, in
factories, neighborhoods, hospitals, and fields, on the local,
regional and national levels, must retum to and carry further
what the IECs originally promised: the emancipation of all the
workers. They should be elected democratically, with
members revokable at all times, and should have as their goals
the carrying out of the practical needs of the struggle and
ultimately the destruction of the state apparatus. The workers
must fight against everything and everyone who would
perpetuate bourgeois society. It is a whole world of
exploitation which must be beaten, and for this the workers
can count only on their own power. The achievement of the
revolutionary goals of the working class can be entrusted only
to the workers themselves.

[Combate 27, 17-31 July 1975]



Chronology= The First Two Years
The following chronology covers the most striking events of the first two years of the new regime. Entries up to 25 April

1975 were compiled with the participation of comrades living in Portugal throughout this period. The following year's events are based
on information given in European and U.S. newspapers and are, therefore, quite incomplete. Throughout, we have not included the
details of ministerial nominations and replacements, interviews with Portuguese or foreign “figures”, governmental declarations, or the
vicissitudes of negotiations with the colonial countries, which typically comprise chronologies. We have purposely given more
importance here to the expansion and development of the workers’ movement and to the resistance and acts of repression that it
provoked on all sides than to the declarations that attempt to justify the latter.

25 April The Armed Forces Movement’s (hereafter MFA) first communique is broadcast at 5:30 AM by the Radio Club station;
1974 thereafter, the news of barracks and garrisons joining the rebels pours in. It seems to be limited to a military putsch, and

the population is warned not to congregate. As early as 8:30 AM an MFA proclamation announces that elections will be
organized.

In Lisbon, stores and banks remain closed. In the middle of the moming, two warships sail up the Tagus River,
take position in front of the city, and receive orders to bombard the rebel forces. The commander of the first ship and the
crew of the second refuse to carry out the order. Tension mounts in the aftemoon. The Republican Guard barracks is
ordered to surrender. Confrontations between govemment and rebel forces are attenuated by the presence of a sizable
crowd, which is asked several times to disperse, and which will suffer several wounded. The Republican Guard
headquarters, where the President of the Republic and the President of the Council have taken refuge, falls; the Second
Lancer Regiment (military police) surrendersl At the end of the aftemoon, a large crowd welcomes General Spinola, who
has thus far remained at home, upon his arrival at the Republican Guard barracks.

A popular mass meeting forms spontaneously in front of PIDE (secret police) headquarters. The army fires,
killing six demonstrators. The crowd demands that the building be besieged. A captain announces that the political
prisoners held in Peniche and Caxias will be freed. At about ll PM an MFA communique announces that all militia units
have joined the movement and will take charge of maintaining order in the urban areas in conjunction with the military
forces. The military coup d’état as much comes to an end. A junta of seven officers, headed by Spmola, assumes power.

26 API'i1 The PIDE still resists. A column of light armored cars, surrounded by a sizable crowd, heads down the Avenue of the
Republic and storms police headquarters, which is still encircled by the crowd of the prevwl-18 dz)" I" I-he 1391110011
Lisbon is the scene of 3 hum for PIDE members, who are protected by the army from being lynched. In Oporto, by
Contrast, the PIDE is dissolved and the policemen allowed to leave; many of them are thereafter able to flee. This
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29 April

1 May

2 May

3 May

4May

5 May

difference shows the low level of centralization of the MFA.
Groups of young demonstrators march up Lisbon’s boulevards behind red flags, shouting “socialism” and

demanding a “red May lst.” In the aftemoon, the freeing of political prisoners begins. At first prisoners convicted of
non-political crimes were not to have been freed, but the prisoners themselves demand “all or none”. All are freed, thanks
to popular pressure and to the MFA’s favorable attitude. A crowd attacks the headquarters ofA Epoca, the newspaper of
Caetano’s Unity Party. In the business center most stores and banks are still closed; the schools and factories are the scenes
of meetings. The first uncensored newspapers are published and read avidly. The army occupies several strategic points in
the city, where an atmosphere of fraternity between soldiers and the civilian population prevails.

Mario Soares, leader of the Socialist Party, returns from exile and is received by the Junta. I-Ie declares himself prepared to
lead a government in which the Communists would participate (“The task of rebuilding our country begins now. . ..
Wealth must cease to flow to the parasites and bankers.”)

The ministers of the former government are released from custody. Maoist militants paint their slogans on the
walls. Groups waving banners and singing the Intemational are to be seen all over. In Lisbon office workers occupy their
trade union offices and throw out the leadership. In Oporto the headquarters of a fascist student organization is sacked.
Fratemization with the soldiers grows. The May lst demonstration is authorized, but Spinola is reported to have said,
“After May Day, all this must cease.” The union of bank workers (under CP control) takes over the control of capital
exports. The Junta declares that the authorities will tolerate no individual acts of revenge.

In the aftemoon a rally called in Lisbon by all the political organizations draws at least 500,000 people. Soldiers serve as
marshals at the request of all the sponsoring organizations; the banks are guarded by the army although there has been no
threat of insurrection. This demonstration and the one after it called by the MRPP are characterized by fratemization
between soldiers and civilians and by slogans directed against the PIDE.

Meetings are called in all sectors of the city. Wage demands and discussions conceming a minimum wage of
6,000 escudos per month grow. The airports are controlled by the army to prevent expatriation of capital. The censorship
of entertainment is abolished. Workers strike in the Transul transport company. At Radio Renaissance, a station owned by
the Lisbon bishopric, a short strike against managerial censorship of news reporting leads to the intervention of the MFA
and Junta delegates and is resolved by the appointment of two administrators by the employees.

Five hundred fifty political prisoners are released in Mozambique.

Against Spiriola's will, the navy captains, who had voted on 29 April to support the coup, obtain the release of all political
prisoners, without exception. The Junta authorizes the retum of exiled deserters and draft-dodgers and amnesty for those
who present themselves within fifteen days.

A Junta communique states that “so long as the provisional government has not been set up, it is the duty of official
departments already established to direct the life of the nation.” This communique is directed against such spontaneous
initiatives as the squatting in buildings under construction carried out by Lisbon slum dwellers, with the backing of MRPP
militants. At a meeting of several thousand steelworkers in Paio Pires a commission is appointed to transmit demands,
among them, the negotiation of contracts, the rehiring of all workers fired since l January, and the equalization of wages,
which would be determined by dividing the total company revenue per month by the total number of workers. The
workers threaten to strike the steel industry by 6 May unless these demands are met.

Clashes occur between the army and maoist militants, who seize twelve soldiers embarking for the colonies.

In many firms the workers meet to demand and obtain the management's resignation: Lisbon Telephone Company (TLP),
Faro Savings Bank, an Oporto hospital, etc.; the same occurs in the newspapers in Lisbon (A Capital, Diario Popular,
Dirrio de Lisboa) and in Oporto (Jamal de Noticias). The farmers in the Evora District transform the Houses of the People
into an agricultural workers’ union.

Political prisoners are freed in Angola and Guinea-Bissau. General Costa-Gomez states that the struggle against
the guerrillas will continue until they lay down their arms and agree to negotiate a political solution. The Junta rejects the
possibility of an unilateral declaration of independence on the part of a given group or racial community in the colonies.
In Brazil, however, the industrialist Champalimaud praises the Junta and particularly General Spinola.

A document sent to the Junta by a group of priests from the center of the country (Beira Baixa) declares:
“Those who live in rural communities know how much fear has grown in the peasant consciousness since the fall of the
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regime. . . . The sudden destruction of political structures has caused a frightful trauma in the villages with unknown
consequences.”

A Junta communique once again condemns holding meetings at work during working hours, expulsions of people holding
positions of official responsibility, and attacks on the hierarchy. An MRPP demonstration in Lisbon draws 500 people. A
PCP communique calls for unity between the people and the army and condemns right opportunisrn and left adventurisrn,
as well as occupations of town halls and prefectures, which “objectively play the game of the counter-revolution."

At TAP a general assembly of workers appoints three delegates to the management (joining three others
appointed by the Junta) and demands that a process leading to complete self-management begin. General assemblies of
metal workers in Oporto and Matosinhos, of miners, of Coirnbra hospital workers, of Oporto radio and television workers,
of gas and electricity workers, of the workers in the postal and telephone systems in Lisbon and Bragance, etc.

The govemment interrupts a live theatrical broadcast criticizing the Church. During a meeting, a member of the CP Central
Committee declares, “The Communists are in the govemment to carry out the program of the armed forces.”

In a communique the Junta opposes the occupation of empty houses by slum dwellers as “a serious breach of the
established order.” General assemblies in the hospitals elect administrative committees. In Mozambique strikes break out
among transportation workers and in the textile industry.

Strikes develop in the wool industry, the public transportation system (where the strike takes the form of a refusal to
collect fares), the Panasqueira mines, the phannaceutical industry, and the construction industry.

In Mozambique large strike movements continue in construction, textiles, and railroads; in a textile factory, workers
demand equal rights for black workers. In Portugal a strike at Timex continues.

Strikes begin in the refmeries, insurance companies, glassworks, banks, the food industry, ITT, Philips, and Firestone. A
go-slow strike starts in the Lisnave shipyards for a forty-hour workweek and 7,8000 escudos.

The strike in the Panasqueira mines ends without winning the forty-hour workweek. The strikes continue at Lisnave and in
the textile industry, where payment for strike time is demanded. The movement to occupy empty houses continues.

At a general assembly the workers of the Santa Maria Hospital in Lisbon discuss a proposal for equal wages for all. The
strikes and agitation continue in the insurance companies, TAP, the construction sector, the chemical industry, among
hotel workers, and in the secondary schools. Agricultural workers meet to form a union.

A Strike breaks out in Lisbon’s largest supennarket and at Renault, while six thousand textileworkers continue their
movement. In the insurance companies, communist trade-union leaders wam for the first time against economic
anarchy." The Minister of the Economy assures that, “South Africa has nothing to fear from Portugal s new onentation.

During a strike at Mglka (owned by Swedish capital), the textile workers’ union contacts the Swedish trade unions. The
central union (Intersyndical) calls the workers’ attention to untimely stnkes encouraged by reactionary forces.

The employees of Radio Renaissance declare therriselves under “self-management”; the army intervenes on the pretext
that the studios are occupied by ultra-left militants. Rank-and-file disatisfaction is evident in the metal workers’ union,
when the leadel-ship agrees to 3 mj_nj_mu_m wage of 4,500 escudos instead of the 6,000 demanded. Workers sit down at
B 1' 'er iet aga1n':11ealé3f::I'unent sets the national rniriimum wage at 3,300 escudos. Alvaro Cunhal, leader of the PCP, calls on

deserters to retiirn to the army and states, “Generalized strike activity can lead to chaos.” Several thousand
secondary-school students demonstrate in the streets to demand the immediate cancellation of exams.

Workers strike in a shipyard north of Oporto to obtain 6,000 °5°"d°5 a_m°m'h' a monflfs paid Yacafion‘ a f°rty'rive_'h°‘_"
workweek and a earl bonus of a montws wage. Several thousand textile workers demonstrate in front of the building m

1 y y . . - ll '
which the bosses, the union, and the Minister of Labor are nesoflflflflsi $h°“m‘3» PP “nth um wmhng cl_”s’]“p mrriour
Strike!” They threaten to rush the biulding if an agreement is not reached. When it calls for calm, the union eade p is
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accused of “strange maneuvers.” The police protect the building, but two and a half hours later the contract is signed-a
1,000 escudo raise for everyone! In Oporto 20,000 metal workers demonstrate in front of the headquarters of the
Manufacturers’ Association, which was negotiating with the union.

A group of small businessmen meets in Lisbon to decry the large firms, which want to destroy the small and
average-sized firms, and to support the Intersyndieal in its effort tomoderate wage hikes.

Despite prior union opposition, the Lisbon bus drivers go out on strike, demanding parity with T116 subway workers. A
strike of fishermen continues in the north. In Bragance, the PCP position is stated at a meeting: “Wildcat strikes cannot
serve the workers’ cause."

The public transit strike continues. The bakery workers go out on strike, as do workers in the postal and the
telecommunications systems.

At Timex in Lisbon the workers begin a work-to-rule, imposing defacto slowdowns and a forty-hour workweek. The
fisher-men's strike ends. At the tollgate of the Salazar Bridge (which graffiti had rebaptized “the Salvador Puig Antich
Bridge"), the employees no longer collect tolls- The bakery workers’ union declares that its striking members “are
manipulated by bosses’ agents,” while the bosses attribute the strike to ‘irltra-leftist political elements.”

The public transportation workers at Electrolux (“out of solidarity with the government”), and the bakery workers (where
nothing was won) all retum to work. A left-wing opposition slate is proposed for the elections of the office workers’
union, traditionally CP-controlled.

Soldiers’ pay is increased from 30 to 250 escudos a month; army meals are now to be the same for all regardless of rank.
The newspaper salesmen create a union. The railroad union (close to the CP) states that it “does not want to participate in
dangerous adventures, which threaten the consolidation of freedom.” The subway workers’ commission challenges the
goverrunent's decision to dismiss the management on the grounds that the latter granted too much to the workers.

In the provinces, Spinola has been making speeches against “anarchy”.

The lntersyndical stages a rally against “strikes for the sake of striking;" a delegation of demonstrators is received by the
Communist Labor Minister.

A violent demonstration is conducted against the military command by soldiers stationed in Macao. According to the
newspapers, the mutiny, which almost went beyond control, is directed against officers accused of corruption and
embezzlement. The soldiers chant, “Robbers, bourgeois, we want to retum to Portugal!” The Junta sends a delegation to
negotiate with them.

Five thousand household employees form a union.

In Guinea-Bissau garrisons desert and retreat to Bissau, the capital city.
A thousand housemaids go out on strike. Several hundred housewives fomr a housewives’ association linked to

the Women's Liberation Movement. “A day's work for Portugal,” is promoted at the initiative of the CP, which declares
that “this patriotic appeal has arroused enthusiastic participation.”

Negotiations with Frelimo begin; six days later negotiations with the PAIGC reopen.

The director of the MRPP newspaper is imprisoned. According to a statement in the CP newspaper, “The revolutionary
groups show that they clearly serve the interests, not of the workers, but of the reactionary forces.”

Diplomatic relations are re-established with the USSR.

Several thousand people demonstrate to demand the release of the MRPP editor.

Five thousand workers and owners of small and averaged-size firms demonstrate in the south: “Down with strikes! The
owners are sons of the people! Down with anarchy! Down with unemployment! Down with hunger!"
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The postal workers go out on strike. The army fires on prisoners during an attempted escape from Lisbon’s central prison,
wounding several inmates.

The common-law prisoners in several jails revolt.

Spinola meets with Nixon in the Azores. The PCP organizes a demonstration against the striking postal workers. Strikes in
the harbors of Mozambique and Angola continue, as do those in the public transportation system, in the banks, and in the
sugar and textile industries.

Textile firms begin to go out of business. The postal workers’ strike ends. Technicians from Eastem European countries
attend a marketing seminar in Lisbon.

Two thousand people demonstrate for the legalization of divorce. The first regulations conceming the news media are
established by the govemment; their effect is to limit freedom of the press.

A movement to create agricultural workers’ unions begins in the south, demanding medical care and holidays equal to
those of industrial workers. During a speech at a mass meeting in Oporto, A. Cunhal appeals to the small and large firms’
sense of duty to the country.

Strikers requisition four boats belonging to the Soponata oil company, in the course of a work-to-rule strike by the
merchant seamen. Thirty thousand disabled ex-servicemen form an association to oppose the colonial wars. Strikes
develop in Angola. Struggles develop within the CNTA (National Confederation of Angolese Workers) between a pro-
Russian faction and a revolutionary syndicalist faction.

Soldiers’ families demonstrate, demanding an end to the war. One thousand metal workers demonstrate for their demands.

Four thousand workers are laid off in the construction sector. A commercial mission from Eastem Europe visits Portugal.
The Russian Embassy henceforth employs three hundred people. The police kill a woman worker during the occupation of
a textile factory in Angola.

The right-wing Federalist Movement Party demands that the People’s Republic of China be recognized in order to allow
Portugal to maintain a neutralist stand. A PCP declaration announces that “adventurist” positions are begirming to appear
among the postal workers and condemns the ongoing work-to-rule strikes. The National Assembly of Postal Delegates
expresses its solidarity with two junior army officers imprisoned for refusing to intervene against the postal workers’
strike.

Twenty thousand people attend a PCP meeting in Lisbon at which A. Cunhal delivers an anti-leftist speech: “One rnust
take into account the fact that we are in a capitalist society.”

A strike at Martinz and Rebelo, where the workers sold milk products directly to the public, comes to an end.

The Portuguese Industrial Confederation is established and its delegation is received by Spinola. The government and the
Minister of Labor conderrm the strike in the tourist offices; the workers m these offices demonstrate 111 front of the
Ministry.

F. Mitterand (head of the French Socialist Party) meets With SPi1'i°i3-

Four leftist reporters at Radio Renaissance are fired. Two newspapers are prosecuted for having reported on the
demonstration for the release of the two junior officers; the workers contnbute to pay the fine. The postal workers issue a
statement attacking the PCP. _

The right-wing parties hold their first joint meetmE-

Following the announcement of a soon-to-be-published decree eofleeming differential Wage hikes f°i eivii eeivaiiisv ii
demonstration (without the trade union’s approval) surrounds the govemmental palace. Several thousand workers demand
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that this decree be abolished: “The price of potatoes is the same for the little man and the doctor: democracy? The word
‘comrade’ is only theory! We don't eat with percentages; we eat with money!” The union, out-flanked, states, ‘The
u.nion's only mission during the demonstration is to prevent its infiltration by provocateurs and opportunists, who try to
push the workers toward forms of struggle for which they are not prepared." The demonstrators refuse to elect a
corrunittee to go negotiate with the govemment. The Minister announces that the decree will not be published.

Factories continue to close, especially in the north. Credit and export difficulties arise. The trade unions demand
govemmental intervention. The (Socialist) Minister of Information states, “The intervention of the army in the postal
strike was not intended to repress a struggle led by the workers, but to defend these workers and the people in general
against the maneuvers of provocateurs.” The goverrunent resigns. Copcon is formed and given the job of maintaining and
re-establishing public order. It is composed of three ranger battalions recently returned from Guinea and Angola. This
Command will frequently have the opportunity to intervene against strikes and demonstrations.

Whites massacre several thousand blacks in Luanda.

First shipment of sardines from the USSR arrives, while 1,200 fishermen continue the strike they began a month earlier.

Workers occupy the Gulbenldan Foundation premises to demand that the administration be purged. The latter accepts
wage demands but “denies the workers the right to intervene in administrative matters.” The World Bank suspends a large
loan made to the govemment and certain private firms.

Private bank directors are received by the Prime Minister. They complain about the liquidity shortage due to slackening of
funds sent by immigrants and to the withdrawal of eighteen billion escudos from the banks. The bankers also claim that it
will be difficult to grant credits to firms to cover wages.

In a speech, Spinola confrrns the right to self-determination for the colonies.

A literacy campaign organized by the Union of Communist Students, with the government's support, begins in the
countryside of northern Portugal.

A maoist demonstration is Oporto is attacked by CP militants armed with iron bars. A meeting, bringing together several
hundred members of the ex-fascist party on a farm south of Lisbon, is authorized by the government.

A welcoming meeting for immigrants retuming for a visit draws several thousand participants; the govemment asks the
immigrants to give it their confidence.

A demonstration of solidarity with the MPLA takes place even though it has been forbidden. When the police fire, one
person is killed and several are wounded. The PCP protests against a repressive taction taken by certain members of the
police force. It also condemns the provocative action of the “fascists and leftists” against the armed forces. The dead
demonstrator belonged to the MDP, a united front including the CP, SP, and left Catholics and now. strongly influenced by
the CP.

The govemment announces an increase of about fifty percent in the prices of basic goods (bread, sugar, and gasoline).

A new govemment is formed; its program “demands of everyone sufficient devotion and patriotism to accept the greatest
sacrifices, whether they involve austere living or a lot of work in a climate of democracy and social peace, which is so
neoesary for national reconstruction.”

At a press conference the Movement for Firm-Society Dynamics, a new manufacturers’ association, proposes an
investment of 120 billion escudos, which would correspond to the creation of 120,000 jobs, in order to “establish a
climate of confidence during the evolution towards a democracy of the Westem European type." The govemment obtains
a loan of 150 million dollars on the intemational financial market.

In Lisbon the army surrounds the Jamal do Comercio, which is occupied by the workers who are preparing to publish a
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strike paper using the firrn's machinery. The ex-Minister of lnfomration, a Socialist, advises them not to do this. Following
the expiration of the deadline set for acceptance of their demands, TAP (Portuguese Air Transport) workers strike. The
trade unions ale $"YP1'i$ed bl’ the 3'-like deelflffll-i01‘l; the Workers’ communique stresses that the strike is autonomous.
Strike commissions and picket lines are formed.

in Menillii an aimed f°i'°e °f managers attempt to “save” stocks of merchandise at the (French) factory of
Sogantal, which srrrce May has been occupied by the workers, who have been manufacturing and selling sports clothing.
Paratroopers intervene to rescue the managers after violent fights break out between managers and workers.

A law regulating the right to strike is published. TAP personnel are placed under military command; the PCP takes a stand
against the strike.

Several right-wing parties unite to form an electoral coalition, which criticizes the present decolonintion process. A crisis
erupts within the MDP. ln Usbon, the SP withdraws from the CP-dominated front because of the coming elections,
declaring that “Voting CP does not mean voting SP.”

One hundred five naval officers, about ten percent of the total, are transferred into the reserve.

General strike begins at all newspapers to support the strike at the Jamal do Cbmercia, shut down since 25 August. The
reporters of the newspaper 0Secula, many of whom are in the CP, decide to publish the newspaper in spite of the
decision to strike made by the general assembly of news media workers. The govenunent “appreciates this attitude, which
serves the workers’ interests and democratization policy, in opposition to irresponsible pressures.” Strikers from other
newspapers gather in front of the 0 Seculo office to prevent it from coming out; the govenunent sends in a military unit.
Faced with the demonstrators’ rmyielding attitude, the workers’ commission (close to the CP) decides, after having printed
the newspaper, not to put it out “in order to avoid at all costs a clash with outside workers and possibly between the
armed forces and the adventurists, extremists, and reactionaries.” The Communist reporters condemn the Jamal do
Camercio strike: “Starting strikes,” which may “be used by the reactionary forces or the large monopolies for their own
interests, to defend partial or insignificant objectives is objectively playing the game of the reactionary forces and the
workers’ enemies.”

Total agreement is reached between Frelimo and the Portuguese govemment.

Whites attempt a coup in Lourenco-Marques, Mozambique.

The Minister of the Interior denounces “self-elections” or “pseudoelections" in the municipal administrative commission,
thus attacking the CP’s control over many of these commissions.

Lenin’s Left- Wing Communism, an Infantile Disorder is number two on the week's best-seller list. The agricultural workers
of southem Aletejo threaten to strike after negotiations break down between the new agricultural workers union and the
management. They demand higher wages and a forty-four-hour workweek.

Unemployment is rising in this sector; in the region of Evora alone, there are about 3,000 rmemployed.

Guinea-Bissau becomes independent.

The army brings Lourenco-Marques back under control.

Shipyard workers (from Lisnave) march across Lisbon in their work clothes and hardhats to the labor MinisiIY» Where
they demand that the Ministry be purged. The demonstration, several thousand strong, takes an arrti-CP tum in the face of
CP criticism of it as 3 “sign of hostility to the government and of lack of respect for degocrasc ogderfl’ Thte PCP cell
the Shipyards has wamed the workers that they “should not allow themselves to biflledk :23 tit!‘:n‘:hht1lI1$ffrfil-;P;t1Itlh';
dead end struggles.” Forbidden by the govemment, the demorrstratronhas been oc e y ary
$i1iPY&rd gates; given the massive size of the demonstration, the Wlli'id"i“'5- _ _

The striking workers of the Jamal do Camercio Publish 3 b°°k about their stake‘
- . M h 1,

Frelimo military forces participate in maintaining order in the black quarters of Lourenco-Marques Samora ac e
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President of Frelimo, asks the African workers to contribute a day’s work to pay for damage done by rioters to stores
belonging for the most part to white colonialists!

ln a general assembly, Jomal do Camercio rejects proposals made by the trade union and the PCP to end the strike. The
workers in the most combative workplaces (TAP, the postal service, Lisnave, textiles, etc.) meet together with increasing
frequency.

A provisional govemment, with Frelimo in the majority, is appointed in Mozambique.

Three hundred workers in the TAP warehouses are laid off after a work-to-rule strike, which is initiated when work is
resumed under the command and in the physical presence of the army. This work-to-rule movement is heavily criticized by
the Lisbon CP.

A demonstration by TAP workers, protesting these layoffs, clashes with the amry and Copcon. The same day, riots break
out between right-wing elements and leftist militants following a bullfight attended by General Spinola. Posters cover the
walls of Lisbon calling for a demonstration by the “silent majority” on 28 September to support General Spinola and the
forces backing him.

“left-wing militants” build barricades at the gates of Lisbon to prevent this demonstration from taking place and to check
people arriving from the provinces. In fact, this mass mobilization is mainly the work of the PCP, the CDE, and the trade
union leadership. The leadership of the MFA collaborates with that of the PCP and the SP, but the masses involved have
little idea of what is happening. Spontaneously and against orders soldiers join in on the barricades. Anti-Fascists Vigilance
Committees distribute leaflets asking the population to come into the streets to block the reactionary forces. During the
night, a press service release armounces that General Spinola “has taken full power.” Radio Club and Radio Renaissance
are occupied by the army and silenced. Radio Nacional calls for the barricades to be dismantled. Rumors spread
concerning the arrest of Prime Minister Vasco Goncalves and the head of Copcon, Otelo Saraiva de Carvalho.

During the moming most of the barricades are dismantled, but there is an unexpected reversal. At least 150 right-wing
figures have been arrested, while Goncalves and de Carvalho have been freed. The army still searches cars arriving from the
provinces, arresting the occupants when arms are found. At the beginning of the aftemoon, General Spinola announces
that he has canceled the planned demonstration. Private American banks (among them the Morgan Bank and the First
National City Bank) grant Portugal a loan of $150 million. Economic support from the USA is to be voted on by Congress
at the beginning of October. A demonstration of workers in support of the TAP struggle, planned for the last ten days,
draws several thousand people in Lisbon.

General Spinola resigns and delivers an explanatory speech on radio and television, in which he predicts a generalization of
chaos and anarchy. Otelo de Carvalho declares on Radio Nacional that “The democratic forces which collaborated so
closely with the MFA are asked to withdraw the barricade pickets, because the situation does not call for such a
mobilization of the population. . . . The population is asked to have complete confidence in the military forces, controlled
by the MFA, who guarantee the preservation of the victories we have won. . . . ”

On several occasions the reorganized govemment stresses the necessity for a retum to calm and to work.

Saldanha Sanches, a member of the MRPP Central Corrunittee and Director of the maoist newspaper Lula Popular, is
released. On leaving prison, he declares that his imprisonment was a negative political act and that his release is a positive
one. When questioned about the possible participation of the MRPP in the coming elections, he declares that a
marxist-leninist must refuse no means of taking part in a struggle and that a refusal to participate in the elections would be
nothing more than an anarchist stand. ' .

The Confederation of Portuguese Industry, a management association, condemns any attempt to “return to the past,"
expresses its confidence in the new govemment, and asks that private initiative be guaranteed. The PrirneMinisterasks the
Portuguese to offer a free work day on Sunday, 6 October, in order to demonstrate their support for the regime. He also
asks the people to “watch out for demagogues.” “We want to have mutual understanding between bosses and workers,” he
says, asking the workers not to present unreasonable wage demands.
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The PCP is the P1'i"°iP31 °1'E3niZ°T °f 3 SW43)’ Of W0fk (unpiad) for civil servants. A. Cunhal declares to Le Monde that
nationalizations are objectively necessary and economically inevitable in Portugal, but that if this solution proves

limpracticab e, as it is not part of the MFA program, another solution will have to be found.

According to Le Monde, Mr. Chiao Kuan-Hua, Chinese Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs, states iri Bonn that he is
“preoccupied by the strategic weakening of Europe on its southem flank due to the Cyprus crises.” As an advocate of a
strong and united Westem Europe. he is dislufbfid “by the idea of the withdrawal of the Greek forces from the NATO
Command and by the events in Portugal."

Mobutu and a Portuguese delegation begin talks on the decolonialization of Angola. Simultaneously, contacts are made
between one of the most important Portuguese economic groups (Champaliinaud) and Kinshasa authorities.

In an eight-week strike at the building site of the A Mutual Insurance Company in Oporto, construction workers of the
Soares da Costa firm have organized themselves in rotating picket teams to explain the reasons for their struggle to the
population. Many other workers join the picket lines to express solidarity with the strikers. The police intervene and arrest
twenty-eight picketers.

The State decides to take over the administration of a large commercial bank, the BIP, which is close to failure; the
members of the bank’s administrative council are relieved of their functions and replaced by government-appointed
delegates.

The PCP Congress begins in Lisbon with 300 delegates attending. The Party statutes are revised. The reference to the
“dictatorship of the proletariat” is being deleted, says A. Cunhal, “because its use might cause a misunderstanding of the
CP’s political orientation."

The United States Senate approves a credit of fifty million dollars to the Portuguese State in the American foreign aid
program. (One of the major advocates of the project is Senator Kennedy.)

Copcon rounds up “criminals and marginal types” throughout the country.

Zaire’s Popular Movement for the Revolution sends a representative to the SP congress.

Several administrators of the BIP and the Portuguese Financial Company (FPP) are arrested and accused Of ¢¢0I10mi¢
sabotage. Some of them will soon be released for lack of evidence.

Arrested after a demonstration against the meeting of the Center Party Youth, in MRPP II1i_1i"l"¢ 8°65 °" 3 h""_B°' strike
to protest his prison conditions and has to be hospitalized. The armed forces incarcerate militants of several leftist groups
in the prison where ex-PIDE staff are also imprisoned. (Most of these militants will be released in a week or two.)

T0 Support small and average-sized firms, the govemment enacts a series of measures, including state guarantees ft; 10&fl1;lS
made to these firms by commercial banks to finance various oP°I3tl°|1$, the Pufchase °f "'"P°"°d “W "men 5’ e
payment of wages, etc.

The Minister of Education decides to cancel registration for freshnienin Portuguese cogges. "These stuhdelngiilnzy
instead choose to enter a “civil service,” for the most part inV01V11'lS W°1'k11'1E 1" 31¢ ""31 Pm ° ° °°‘m TY’ W ° °
counted as part of the required military service time.

A 3T0up of drafted soldiers protests against the December wave of arrests of draftees. The arrests followed meetings held in- - lated demands.Mafra at the end of November in which draftees discussed their problems and formu _ _' . ' al l d t t andProtestin New Year’s bonuses distfibuted by the manflgemfim bl! 31° 1'lat1°" Ste‘ "' “S ry ° engmeersB - _
higher staff, the workers, while continuing production, prevent the latter from entering the plant f0! fl'll'9¢ d3Y$

The first i f t.h 1 " Bulletin of the Inter-Enterprises Comm1ttee,ST°uP1n5 many WC" "S °°""""“1°"‘ isssue 0 e nformatzon , . d b t th
Published. lt States in an editorial, “With the development °f $"“88‘°s 51"“ Apr“ 25' '1" '°m°m°ss an S3 0 age on e
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part of the unions and political parties who claim to be with the working class have become more obvious, and the
necessity has arisen to make contacts with and exchange experiences among comrades in struggle.”

Six hundred paratroopers surround Casal Ventoso, a slum area of Lisbon that no police had successfully entered before
April 25th, and make a big sweep for suspects.

In the national leadership election of the postal workers‘ union, a slate made up mainly of the former strike committee
beats the CP-supported slate.

In Lisbon a demonstration organized by the lntersyndical, the CP, the MDP, and the MES favors the creation of a military
trade-union confederation. The SP defends the principle of trade-union plurality. The MFA decides in favor of a unitary
confederation (the Intersyndical).

The govenunent sets a maximum national wage level, equal to the 26,700-escudo salary of a government minister.

In Oporto the congress of the Democratic Social Center Party is attended by foreign figures from the British Conservative
Party, the French Giscardian Youth, etc. The hall is surrounded by several thousand leftist demonstrators trapping the
participants and guests for twenty-four hours, until Copcon intervenes.

The Lisbon garbage collectors, supported by several worlcing-class sectors of the city, demonstrate against their working
conditions and their wages.

The MFA forbids all demonstrations, including those organized by the CP and the SP, while NATO operations are taking
place in Lisbon.

The Inter-Enterprise Committee brings together 20,000 people in a demonstration against unemployment. The banners,
signs, and slogans of sectarian groups are not admitted; only the slogans of the various commissions are present: “No to
unemployment! No overtime! Down with capitalism! Minimum wage equals starvation wage!”

The workers of the Cia Central de Vervejas (beer) demand that their firm be nationalized to save their jobs.
The workers of Jogurtes Bom Dia Ltd. (yogurt) occupy the factory and begin self-managed production. When their supply
of raw materials is cut off, they reach an understanding with workers in the supplier firms to assure a continued supply.

Workers strike the public transit system in Coirnbra by running vehicles and collecting no fares. The workers in a clothing
firm (Eicorte) occupy and run the factory to protest the fraudulent bankruptcy of the company.

Fishermen strike in Algarve; all harbors are paralyzed. The 700 workers of a glassworks (M.P. Raldao in Marinha Grande)
occupy the factory and continue production, while imposing a minimum wage.

The workers in a maintenance and construction shipyard (Vaquinhas e Gertrudes) decide to set up a workers’ cooperative
to guarantee employment.

The Economic Plan is presented to the public.

Students in several high schools strike against govemmental measures to tighten selection. Their demands, attacking the
reactionary content of the courses and the hierarchy in the institutions, spread quickly. By the beginning of March, the
strike becomes almost nationwide. On 4 March, the Minister of Education, Colonel Rodiiques, declaring that
“Manifestations of revolutionary conviction must yield to study,” sets an ultimatum for courses to begin again within two
days.

The State becomes the major stockholder in the Portuguese Fishery Company, the largest Portuguese firm in the industry-
The fisherman’s strike nonetheless continues, not only in harbors, but also in the North Sea among the cod fishermen.

The MFA becomes institutionalized and imposes its political conditions on the parties—namely, the right of veto over the
major govemmental posts, such as President of the Republic and the main ministries, for a “transitional” period, which is
now expected to last five or six years.
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f Li b ,' Se bal, ' - - - .South 0 S on m m a PPD mlmmg w1t_h ab°“t 50 Ptlftlclpants is interrupted by 250 ultra-left demonstrators, whospread throughout the streets. A pohce mach.irie gun fires on the crowd killing two and woundin tw Th d_ _ _ , g enty. e crow
besieges police headquarters; Copcon intervenes and evacuates the police, who had been threatened with lynching The CP
and the SP of Setubal demand protection for their headquarters, as well as that of the PPD, which has already been sacked
by the crowd.

The MFA Supreme Council meets to size up the latest events; serious disagreements are said to have appeared among the
officers.

The local CP demands the nationalization of the Lisnave shipyards, which are owned by the CUF group and Swedish and
Danish financial groups.

A military putsch is attempted by the most reactionary wing of the armed forces, but is easily defeated by forces loyal to
the MFA. Manipulated to a certain extent, paratrooper units besiege a barracks, which is then bombed. The National
Republic Guard (GNR) is linked to the putsch. General Spinola and other officers flee to Spain; many remaining
right-wing officers are arrested. That evening, the parties (CP, SP, etc.) call a huge demonstration in Lisbon’s center,
launching such slogans as “Long live the MFA! Down with the reaction!” In several towns throughout the country, the
headquarters of the PDC and CDS (right-wing parties close to Spinola) are sacked. General Otelo de Carvalho, Commander
of Copcon, is now in a stronger position.

The MFA establishes the Council of the Revolution, giving it such far-reaching power that it almost totally subordinates
the govemment.

The Council of the Revolution orders the nationalization of the seven most irriportant banking groups, which have been
under pressure from striking bank employees since the llth. The State thus acquires control of the two major Portuguese
trusts, the CUF and Champalimaud, which dorriinate all sectors of the economy. The Prime Minister declares, however,
that “private enterprise will always have a role to play in Portugal.”

Under similar conditions Portuguese insurance companies are nationalized. Except for companies with foreign
stockholdirigs, to which the govemment has appointed delegates, they will be managed henceforth by administrative
commissions.

Maoist militants belonging to the MRPP are arrested; the MRPP, denouncing the alliance between imperialism
and “social-imperialism” or “social-fascism”, attacks the MFA and announces a demonstration.

The postponement of elections for the Constituent Assembly until 25 April is announced. The Council of the Revolution
excludes three organizations from the _election—the Christian Democratic Party (PDC, the most right-wing party. “those
Secretary has fled), the MRPP (with backing mainly in universities and high schools), and Worker and Farmer Alliance
(AOC, a weaker Marxist-Leninist organization, which has begun supporting Soares’ Socialist Party in order to oppose
“social-fascism” [the PCP] , which it considers to be the “principal danger.”)

In Lisbon the Inter-Enterprise Committee organizes a demonstration of 5,000 steelworkeisagainst CP-control of their
union. The workers occupy union headquarters until they *1" drive" °"t bl’ the a1T"Y- The P°"°d Sm“ ll March has seen
the occupation of many fiirns by workers. The movement to occuPY ¢mPtY building‘ md h°“s°s and t° t"msf°"m them
into day nurseries, popular hospitals, or housing units spreads to many areas-

The Council of tho Revolution proposes a “platfomi of agreement”, based on its project for “institutionahzation of the
MFA, to th art‘ takin art in the elections. Under this agreement, the Council would deterrriirie major gui e ese p ies g p _ _ _ . 1
of the future Constitution, which would have to be m hrie with the MFA program, and assign, to the nuhtary, contro over- - f lthe future Legislative Assembly’s activities and over the implementation of the econonuc and social programs or at east
three years.

. . - - —tli od tio fThe Council of the Revolution decides to n3t10l‘lfll1ZB the major sectors of the Portuguese economy e pr uc n o
cl . _ _ . . and air (TAP) mmpomition; the oil companies, and the national steel industry.ectncal energy, the railroad, mantune, _ _ _ . th t b d t , d th
Nationalization of other branches (such as the mines, the chemical mdustry, the shipyards, ¢ 0 3¢¢° In "5 TY 1" °
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urban transit systems) is under study, although foreign capital is not to be affected. Within the existing framework of
agricultural reform, plans are developed to encourage the formation of cooperatives in the north and, in the south, to
expropriate owners of over 500 hectacres or of more than 50 irrigated hectacres. An austerity plan, which freezes certain
prices and establishes a maximum wage, is adopted.

Six million people, 91% of those eligible, elect the Constituent Assembly. The Socialist Party is victorious with 37%,
trailed by the Popular Democratic Party (center) with 26% and the defeated PCP, who received 12.5% mainly in the south.

The Council of the Revolution meets in Lisbon, with representatives of the four parties in the coalition government, to
discuss political agitation and its implications for “labor”. The PCP criticizes striking workers for “paralyzing the
revolutionary process” by weakening the country economically, and also wams the workers against those who
“misrepresent the election results to block . . . the revolutionary process.”

The workers of Radio Renaissance occupy the station to put it “at the people’s service,” thus discarding the joint
employer-worker commission installed under military control on ll March to resolve the conflict opposing the the
workers to the owners (the Church) since the beginning of the year. The workers demand control over programming and
the rehiring of several newsmen fired for political reasons. (At the end of June troops are sent in to clear it, but fraternize
with the workers.)

At a mass demonstration of support for the MFA organized by the PCP and boycotted by the other parties, General
de Carvalho is acclaimed as he calls for national self-reliance and proclaims the aim of the April 25 “revolution” to be to
open for the people “the gates of an authentic left-wing socialism.” That night, in Lisbon and elsewhere, Copcon raids
MRPP offices and arrests dozens of party militants. This seems to have been a reaction to the growing influence of the
MRPP in the armed forces, as evidenced by their participation with soldiers of the Sacavem Light Artillery Regiment in
“arresting” and judging political “suspects” two weeks earlier.

A demonstration organized by the “Revolutionary Workers’, Soldiers’, and Sailors’ Councils,” attacked by the PCP, is
joined by 2,000 workers from Lisnave; their slogans include: “Immediate dissolution of the Constitutent Assembly!
People's govemment now! Throw the bastards out! Power to the workers!”

Lisbon telephone company (the state-owned CTT) workers strike for higher wages. They occupy the central telephone
building and threaten to cut off services. Cleared from the building by troops, they reoccupy it and the government gives
111.

A new govemment, the sixth, is formed as Admiral Jose Pinheiro de Azevedo is installed as President. The PS and then the
PPD had precipated a governmental crisis by leaving the coalition government in July in protest against “excessive” PCP
influence over policy. This coincided with a fierce anti-PCP campaign led by the Church and the PS, especially in northem
Portugal, during which the Party was virtually forced underground in this area. In August a split in the Council of the
Revolution opposed the pro-PS “Nine”, led by Melo Antunes, and a “progressive group” leaning on General de Carvalho,
to pro-CP General Vasco Goncalves, forcing his resignation.

President Luis Cabral of Guinea-Bissau attacks those who oppose the rule of the PAIGC government because they resent
the loss of privileges they had under the colonial regime, as well as those who want to be more revolutionary than the
PAIGC and call them “the people of the Volvos" after their official cars. “We will be vigilant against these people, because
they do not respect our State.”

The army occupies television and radio stations, notably Radio Renaissance and Radio Club, the most radical. Thousands
of demonstrators shout down Otelo de Carvalho when he calls for patience. Meanwhile, the occupying soldiers fratemize
with the joumalists, blocking the attempt at censorship. But new troops, from the professional Arnadora corrunando unit,
are sent in. They surround Radio Renaissance with tanks and stop the station from broadcasting.

Great agitation within the army. The “red” Lisbon Light Artillery Regiment (RALIS) prepares, with some civilian support,
to resist a threat to dissolve it and other “progressive” regiments. President Costa Gomes, retuming from a trip to the
USSR, goes on TV to wam the armed forces against the newly created organization, SUV (Soldiers United Will Win). “lf a
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soldier puts his weapon at the service of his individual politics . . . if he does not rally, within the MFA, to the collective
opinion of the people he defends, he betrays his uniform, the people, and the nation. . . . If a soldier allows himself to be
maneuvered by underground organizations who wish to promote the class struggle in the barracks, he should watch out:
the reaction can operate in different ways. To destroy the operational capacity of the armed forces can be the first step in
attacking the revolutionary process.”

After a six-hour siege of the Ministry of Labor maintained by thousands of metal workers, a contract is signed giving
satisfaction to their basic demands, higher wages and the “right to work," with layoffs under union control (!!).

In Luxemburg, representatives of the European Economic Community countries agree to loan Portugal up to
150 million dollars in economic aid. The Portuguese economy is in dire need of aid; on the other hand an EEC committee
finds the political situation quite improved “since August." The committee’s report insists on the need for the EEC to
demonstrate solidarity with Portugal now, while waming that “in the case of an unfortunate devolution of the political
situation, the financial aid . . . can always be blocked."

Commander Melo Autunes, Foreign Minister, meets with Ford and Kissinger, who offer 80 million dollars in economic aid.

ln Oporto, the headquarters of the UDP is attacked by the MRPP together with the SP. In the same city the RASP
regiment, in support of a radical unit resisting an order to disband, occupies its camp with the active support of civilians
responding to calls from the PCP and leftist groups. Support for the RASP has spread rapidly among almost all the units in
the region. The endangered unit is reinstated; on the 14th it is announced that none of the mutineers will be punished.

President Costa Gomes confirms the formation of the Military Intervention Group (AMI) by the recruitment of former
anti-guerrilla commandos as an intemal “peace-keeping” force.

Sixty parachutists from the Tancos regiment dynamite the Radio Renaissance broadcast equipment, at the order of the
Sixth Government

Fifty thousand construction workers march through Lisbon and then surround the Sao Bento palace, containing 250
delegates to the Constituent Assembly and the head of the government, to demand the signing of a contract. They have
been on strike since the 10th for higher wages, for nationalization of urban land, and for union control of employment.
The CP-unions announce as a victory the promise of a contract by the 27th. This is rejected by the workers, who block
exit from the palace until the contract is signed. The Communists downplay this action, which has escaped from their
control, failing even to report the event over TV and radio stations under their influence.

The Sixth Government “suspends its activities," requesting President Costa Gomes to assume his responsibilities as
Cflmmander-in-chief of the armed forces and re-establish the “order and authority necessary for the exercise of
govemment.

The Coungil of the Revolution deeides to replace Otelo de Carvalho with "moderate" Vasco Lourenco as head of the
Lisbon military region.

The Tancos parachutists occupy several bases, demanding the resignation of two air force generals judged as reactionary.
They are Supported in action by no other “progressive” units. There is almost no civilian action. The PCP calls for a
“negotiated and political settlement” and the lntersyndical for “calm”. Otelo de Carvalho goes to bed.

A Slate of ur en ' o laimed' all news media are blocked, except for government-controlled radio and stations ing cy is pr c ,
the north. The rebel-lield positions are surrounded by commandos of the Amadora-based unit. The officers involved are
arrested, as are the commanders of “radical” units which had not taken part.

Copcon is dissolved and Otelo de Carvalho is discharged {mm his °°mma“d'

. . . ces that all wage negotiations are suspended until
A commumque from the cluefs-ofistaff of the armed forces'annd)Un'th the construction workers on the 13th. ThreeJanuary 1976; this includes annulment of the agreement “gm wl
n°WSpapers, held (0 be close to ilie PCP and declared subversive, are put under new management.
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The Council of Ministers announces the setting of very strict limits to the expropriation of land. On the next day, some
10,000 landed proprietors demonstrate in Rio-Maior against the agrarian refomi.

The wage freeze announced on 28 November is extended for two months. Legislative elections are announced for 25 April
1976. In Lisbon, twenty soldiers are dismissed from the army and deprived ofpolitical rights (including the right to work in a
nationalized industry) for two years, for going AWOL and refusing to pay their train fare home from their units in
southern Portugal. Before 25 November, according to a Transport Ministry report, up to 20,000 soldiers a month were
refusing to pay rail fares.

A demonstration at an Oporto prison, protesting the imprisonment of over 100 soldiers and civilians for alleged
involvement in the 25 November revolt, is met by gunfire. GNR riot cops kill three (two Portuguese workers and a West
German student) and wound fifteen.

Several thousand people march through Lisbon to the Constituent Assembly building to protest the high cost of living,
unemployment, and the “reactionary government.” Called by leftist groups, the demonstration is opposed by CP leader
Cunhal, who says it “serves neither the unity nor the struggle of the workers.” On the previous day Cunhal had made a
speech warning workers against “leftist radicalism” and supporting the Azevedo govemment.

A PCP-sponsored demonstration in Lisbon against high prices draws 25,000 people.

Otelo Saraiva de Carvalho is arrested on charges of involvement with the 25 November military revolt. The PCP is also said
to have been involved.

The last imprisoned prominent Salazar government officials, the former Air Force chief and the Minister of Interior, are
released from prison. Two hundred twenty-seven agents of the fascist political police are also released.

Mario Soares, head of the PSP, rebuffs continuing CP calls for an “anti-right” alliance in the coming elections. Meanwhile,
there is a wave of bomb attacks on CP offices.

Workers at an electric cable factory outside Lisbon strike for and win some control over working conditions and the hiring
of 90 additional workers. Timex workers have been striking for reinstatement of 700 employees laid off (out of 2,000)
Explaining the lack of government action to curb the labor struggle, a Socialist govemment official confided to the New
York Times that “Our hands are tied until after the elections.”

The govemment ends the wage freeze and publishes a labor law permitting political strikes.

Two American executives are freed after having been held captive for three days by 800 workers on strike at the Firestone
Rubber and Tire plant at Alcochete, near Lisbon, in a dispute over back pay. Meanwhile, gas and electrical workers strike
in Oporto, where civil servants, transport workers, and pharmacists’ assistants also threaten stoppages.

State nurses go on nationwide strike for higher wages, shorter hours, and better working conditions. They are denounced
in the press.

In the northem town of Cinfaes, townspeople invade the hospital to force the nurses back to work. Mental patients in
Oporto go on a hunger strike and demand military nurses. The national nurses union continues its strike but agrees to
handle emergency cases.

In Lisbon, 400 taxi drivers, all retumees from the African colonies, block access to the National Assembly
building to back up their demand for taxi licenses. The taxi-drivers’ union, to protect its members’ position, is pressing the
authorities not to give in. A building-materials factory north of Lisbon is sealed off by GNR armored cars to control
“labor troubles” there.

National legislative elections are held; 80% of the eligible voters went to the polls, as compared with 92% in 1975. The
Socialist Party won 35% of the seats, the PCP nearly 16%, the PPD 24%, and the CDS doubled its 1975 vote to equal the
PCP. The unemployment rate is now 15%, with inflation running at 30% for the year.
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ABBREVIATIONS

CDS Ceritro Democratico e Social, Social and Democratic Center (right)

CRTSM Conselhos Revolucionafios Trabalhadores Soldados e Marinheiros, Revolutionary Workers’ Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Councils

FUR Frente Unido Revolucionario, Revolutionary United Front (of trotskyists, MES, PRP, and MDP).

MDP Movimento Democratico Portugués, Portuguese Democratic Movement (close to the PCP)

MES Movimento Esquerda Socialism, Left Socialist Movement

MFA Movimento dos Forgas Armadas, Armed Forces Movement _

MRPP Movimento Para a Reconstmgfio do Partido do Proletariado, Movement for the Reconstruction of the Party of the Proletariat
(“marxist-leninist,” i.e., maoist, very sectarian)

PCP Partido Communism Portugués, Portuguese Communist Party

PPD Partido Popular Democratico, Popular Democratic Party (center-right)

PRP-BR Partido Revoluciandrio do Pr0Ietariad0—Brigadas Revolucionzinas, Revolutionary Proletaiian Party-Revolutionary Brigades.

PSP Partido Socialism Portugués, Portuguese Socialist Party

SUV Soldados Unidos Vencerdo, Soldiers United Will Win

UDP Uniao Democratico Popular, Popular Democratic Union (“marxist-leninist”)

CDE Democratic Electoral Commissions, CP front

MPLA Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola

COPCON Continental Operations Command, security force set up in July 1974

GNR Republican National Guard, para-military police

FRELIMO Mozambique Liberation Front

PIDE International Police for the Defense of the Empire, fascist secret police

PAIGC Popular Army for the Independence of Guinea-Bissau and the CaP° l/"dc Islands

l escudo = $0.035 (May I976)
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ROOT & BRANCH
Do you have anything to say about this pamphlet-

criticisms or reflections that might add to the argument or
clarify points? Send your comments to us, and we will print
them in a forthcoming newsletter. The newdetter will be an iri-
forrrial forum for Root & Branch readers and editors. Copies
will be mailed to our subscribers and to all who write to us.
The first isue will appear as soon as you send us enough
material. (Readers are also invited to submit articles for publi-
cation in pamphlet fomi.

Subscriptions to Root & Branch cost $5.00 for six items
($7.00 foreign, $15.00 institutions). If you wish, we will begin
your subscription with our book, Root & Branch, which will
count as twoitems. Send checks made out to “Root & Branch”
to P.O. Box 236, Somerville, MA 02143.

Box 236, Somerville, MA 02143
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